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Abstract: The purpose of this research is to identify the status and role of mobile technology in
achieving sustainable and smart tourism, and to suggest future research and strategy directions for
academia and managers in practice. This research utilized multiple sources, such as patents, academic
articles, and news, and selected methodologies optimized for the purpose of each study. Study 1
used Netminer, a social network analysis program, to analyze the relationships between patent’s
International Patent Classification (IPC) codes. Study 2 used the T-LAB program for content analysis
to analyze the texts of patents, journal articles, and news. Study 3 used the Leximancer program,
which utilizes relative frequency to analyze mobile app consumer reviews. In study 1, we identified
various forms of data related technologies and mobile technologies for smart city systems and maps.
In study 2, we found the environment, sustainability, business, and market themes to be related
to mobile technology. In study 3, we explored consumers’ attitudes and preferences for mobile
travel app using their reviews. Advances in mobile technology are expected to create innovative
experiences for consumers, foster a sustainable competitive advantage for tourism destinations and
tourism-related suppliers, and create sustainable competencies for smart tourism.
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1. Introduction

For the past three decades, research on tourism has endeavored to describe sustainability in
the field. Through this effort, researchers were able to formulate the concept of sustainable tourism
and have it show positive results by establishing a theoretical foundation and expanding the base
of quantitative studies [1–5]. Furthermore, because mobile technology has become an indispensable
commodity in daily life, its relationships with tourism, along its role, are key topics to be addressed
in this field. This naturally leads to how to conceptualize mobile technology as a driver of change
within a sustainable tourism framework and to establish a related theoretical foundation. In 2015,
Gretzel et al. and Li et al. emphasized the role of mobile technology in tourism and attempted to
conceptualize smart tourism, which further highlights the importance of the topic [6–9].

To formulate theoretical foundation and directions for empirical research on smart tourism
based on mobile technology, it is essential to understand in advance the goals of tourism and how
sustainability in tourism led to these goals. The theme of sustainability in tourism emerged as
a regulatory interest to resolve environmental concerns and global inequality in the 1960s and 1970s,
when global tourism exhibited growth [10], and this theme was primarily based on the observation
of the negative impacts of tourism that exceed its the benefits. These negative impacts included
inflation, housing price increase, temporary influx of strangers and the consequent increases in the
crime rate, and undesirable influences on local children [1]. Sustainable development focused on the
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goal of minimizing negative impacts and maximizing social, environmental, and economic impacts by
proposing moral and ethical goals to stakeholders, such as tourists, residents, and firms [10–12].

During this period, researchers explored the relationship between the competitiveness and
sustainability of tourism desetinations [13], government interventions, regulations, and partnerships in
sustainable tourism development [3,4], the creation of indicators to evaluate tourism sustainability [14],
measurements of sustainability in tourism [15–18], and sustainable strategies in tourism [2,19–21].
However, the discussion on the role of technology in sustainable tourism was limited and was not
a key aspect of the sustainable tourism conversation.

From 2007, with release of iPhone driving the adoption of the smartphone and the deployment
of LTE and Wi-Fi mobile networks [22,23], mobile technology became an essential determinant of
quality of life and the direction of an industry [24]. The diffusion of mobile technology in daily life and
industries has surpassed expectations, and tourism is no exception [6,25]. The importance of ICT in
tourism was acknowledged [26,27], and smart city was explored as the most commonly used label to
represent sustainable city [28].

New technology changes the structure and process of an industry and brings opportunities
and threats to stakeholders [29]. Through mobile technology, we can expect that tourism acquires
sustainable competencies and contributes to economic development [6,9]. Researchers in the field of
tourism should formulate the direction of empirical research and establish a theoretical foundation
and conceptualization using the basic components of tourism, sustainability, and technology.
By consideration, the technology axis should include mobile technology as an independent axis.

Gretzel et al. (2015) stated that smart tourism is tourism that collects and consolidates data
on destinations, provides rich onsite experiences to users with the support of mobile technology,
and creates value from a business perspective. Sources of data include the physical infrastructure,
social connections, government/organizations, and human bodies/minds, and these integrated efforts
are assumed to focus on efficiency and sustainability [6,8,30,31].

Mobile technology is expected to resolve challenges that have persisted. These challenges include
precise and continuous assessment of the impact of tourism, analyzing mutual interactions between
tourists and environments, monitoring and analyzing mutual interactions among other activities at
the destination, and supporting tourism planning and tourism development by identifying a tourist’s
needs and expectations [1,32].

Researchers are endeavoring to formulate the conceptual framework of smart tourism and expand
the base of research by setting predictable relationships and responses among technology, tourists,
the industry, residents, and the community [6,7,9,31,33]. The outputs of the effort include theoretical
and conceptual systematization, a general description of technology, and consumers’ adoption of
mobile technology in tourism [34–36]. All of these studies are essential to determining relationships
among new technology, consumers, related players, and industries. However, at this point, we also
need to adopt a comprehensive view of the current research landscape regarding the theme of mobile
technology and tourism in both practice and academia.

The purpose of this research is to identify the role of mobile technology in achieving sustainable
and smart tourism from the technology and customer perspectives, and to suggest future research and
technology directions for academia and managers in practice. In the past, discussions on relationships
between information technology and tourism occurred in both academia and practice under the theme
of e-tourism [29,37]. We intend to formulate relationships between mobile technology and tourism
and to clarify concepts using real field data by considering the findings and discussions on e-tourism
with a particular focus on the uniqueness of mobile environments. Three research questions naturally
arise from this purpose.

RQ1. What are the mobile technologies that is at its core in tourism and the relationship between technologies?

The first question also covers the similarities and differences between technologies in PC-based
e-tourism and mobile tourism.
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RQ2. What are the issues and variables related to mobile technology in tourism?

The second research questions covers the context and circumstance related to the stakeholders of
a tour (e.g., tourists) under which mobile technology is utilized.

RQ3. What are the differences between the current and the past in consumer attitudes and satisfaction
with mobile technology in tourism?

Answers to this question will provide implications for future directions of mobile technology.
This research is divided into two parts. The first part is a literature review that provides definitions

of mobile technology in tourism from the existing literature, the role of mobile technology from
the sustainability perspective, and the present role of mobile technology in tourism. Furthermore,
the literature review identifies how existing studies were expanded from the perspectives of technology,
customer and sustainability. The second part collects and analyses the data generated in the practical
field to compare with the topics and perspectives identified in the literature review ultimately to
deduce implications. This part uses real data to formulate the relationship between mobile technology
and smart tourism while exploring future directions.

The second part consists of three studies. The first study identifies past and present mobile
technology by analyzing the relationships between patent’s IPC codes. The mobile technology in
tourism discussed in the literature review is a topic raised by researchers, and the practical patent
data sets complement the studies that are required to have a holistic overview. Patents are viewed
as implementations of technical ideology that can be consolidated in a technology map for a holistic
overview of a field [38,39].

The second study analyzes recent trends in mobile technology and related issues by analyzing
patent data, research papers, and news data related to mobile technology and tourism, using text
mining. After a delay of 1 to 1.5 years, patents are publicized after submission, which means that
a limitation exists in deducing the present state of the technology. Furthermore, patents emphasize the
technological aspect, and the rights and novelty of a technology. Therefore, the y are not appropriate
for use in deducing how a technology is used by a user. Patent and research paper complement each
other and allow for an analysis to find unexpected perspectives. News data is good material for
identifying consumers’ interests and enterprises’ foci regarding the theme of mobile technology and
tourism [40–42].

The third study considers the attitude of the actual consumer to cover the consumer aspect, which
is one of the most important variables affecting mobile technology. The study selects mobile app
services in tourism to explore consumer attitudes, preferences, and satisfaction.

This research is expected to contribute to the existing literature in three ways. First, this research
provides the present status of mobile technology using field data from multiple sources to complement
the conceptualization of smart tourism in the existing literature and to provide guidance on future
research directions. The comprehensive analysis on patents, the academic literature, and news data
identifies gaps in the research.

Second, whereas the existing literature focused on one or two mobile technologies in tourism as
along with consumer attitudes, adoption [34], and satisfaction [43], this research explores technologies
that should be addressed in the academia and that are attracting the interest of the practical field
and consumers.

Lastly, this research traces the dynamic changes in consumer attitudes and satisfaction regarding
mobile technology by reviewing mobile applications from different points in time. Consumer response
can change because of new technology, and tracing such changes over time is meaningful. However,
tracing the changes through surveys and observation requires significant resources. The alternative
method employed by this study is to select two mobile apps that are different in both chronology
and initial startup, and to identify differences in consumer attitudes (For example, TripAdvisor is
a review-based service that started in the PC-based social networking and virtual communities,
whereas Google Trips is a service launched relatively recently and started as a mobile-based service.).
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2. Literature Review

2.1. Sustainability and Tourism

Sustainability has been discussed as a key topic in tourism, however, its conceptual ambiguity
prevents it from having a precise definition [44,45]. UNEP and WTO define sustainability as follows,
but this definition is subject to multiple interpretations.

“Tourism that takes full account of its current and future economic, social and environmental
impacts, addressing the needs of vistitors, the industry, the environment, and host communities.”

Depending on the perspective of researchers and the theoretical base, certain studies emphasized
the physical environment, whereas others emphasized industry or community [10,45].

Two sustainable theoretical frameworks for tourism that are used to comprehensively consider its
impacts on the destination region are quality of life (QoL) and the new mobilities paradigm (NMP).
Moscardo et al. (2014) suggested a qualitative approach to sustainability using QoL, indicating that
it can be used as a qualitative index to measure the sustainability of tourism rather than relying on
quantitative indices such as income or production [1,46]. The QoL of individual tourists, stakeholders
from departing/transit/destination regions and workers in tourism industries are covered by this
discussion [1,46,47]. Using QoL in sustainable tourism enables an analysis of the working environment
of a tourism worker and the impact of carbon emissions on the destination. Using QoL also allows for
the anlaysis to be extended to industries deeply related to tourism. QoL depends on various forms of
capital, and such capitals supports QoL. Moscardo et al. (2014) restructured the argument of Emery
and Flora (2006) and suggested seven types of capital: financial, natural, built, social, cultural, human,
and political [1,47].

Financial capital means accessibility to investments, such as income and savings, and natural
capital includes landscape and environmental systems. Built capital is a physical facility and
infrastructure, such as buildings and transport systems, whereas social capital consists of social
network features (e.g., trust, reciprocity, and cooperation). Cultural capital is a value shared by
a human group, and human capital is the attributes (e.g., health, knowledge, and skills) of people
that constitute the community. Finally, political capital indicates the ability to access political decision
making and exert influence [1,47]. QoL and capital concepts provide a useful conceptual framework
for analyzing the impacts of mobile technology on QoL in tourism. This framework naturally bridges
mobile technology and sustainable tourism.

Another sustainable tourism framework is the concept of NMP [47,48]. NMP is a type of social
phenomenon caused by globalization and technological advances, provides a foundation for modern
society, and consists of features of modernity. NMP is neither fixed nor bounded, but emphasizes
mobility and interconnections [47,49]. In the past, discussions revolved around the distance and
frequency of transportation and physical movements. However, recent discussions have expanded the
scope of movement from physical to virtual, imaginative, and even social and cultural. In social science,
the moving entity is expanded further from people to things, ideas, and capital. The relationship
between mobilities and mobile technology can provide an important hint of the role of mobile
technology in tourism. Cresswell (2010) proposed the following six facets of mobility, which may serve
as a systematic tool to describe the effect of mobile technology on tourism [48].

(i) motive force (or reason for moving/stopping);
(ii) velocity (or speed of movement);
(iii) rhythm (or regularity of movement);
(iv) route (or existing channels of movement);
(v) experience (or emotional interpretation of movement); and,
(vi) friction (or barriers to movement).
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Assuming that the sustainability of tourism is an achievable and practical objective [14], issues
related to measuring and assessing sustainability ultimately exist. The methodology of sustainability
assessment has been thoroughly discussed, and devising an indicator to assess sustainability
continues [14,50–52]. Sustainability is not a challenge for the tourism industry alone, but for all
fields that aim to achieve it. If mobile technology enhances sustainability in tourism, one must be able
to assess it as confirmation [53].

Major challenges to assessing sustainability include quantification of the QoL or well-being, boundary
issues, and integration valuation issues. Despite these challenges, researchers have been endeavoring
to devise various measurement tools and indicators [14,50–52]. Although covering the discussion in
this field is out of the scope of this paper, the following models and concepts are noteworthy for the
purpose of this research. In addition to the models described (QoL and the capital concept), the European
Environmental Agency’s DPSIR model (driving forces-pressure-state-impact-responses) [52], and system
quality concept, which consists of a human system and an ecosystem, as proposed by Ko (2005) are
good examples [14]. In addition, Schianetz et al. (2009) provided some indicators and concepts that can
reinforce the conceptual framework for qualitatively assessing the role of mobile technology in tourism.
Noteworthy indicators include stress (e.g., water shortage or crime indices), efficiency (e.g., energy
efficiency of cars or buildings), performance (e.g., waste generated), and early warning, whereas concepts
such as environmental management, eco-labeling, and tourism carrying capacity are worthwhile to
reference [50,51] (Table 1).

Table 1. Sustainability assessment considerations for mobile technology contribution.

Category 1 Examples Sources

European Environmental
Agency’s DPSIR model

Driving forces - Human population growth/Economic development

Fernández, J et al.
(2009) [52]
Lin, T et al.
(2007) [51]

Pressures - Tourism density/urban waste production/consumption of
drinking water and electricity

State - Physical. Chemical, biological state: naturalness of the
environment/water quality

Impact 2 - No indicators

Responses - Certified establishment/separated collection of packaging
waste/public involvement/scientific support ability

System Quality

The human system Political/economic/socio-cultural service and product quality
Ko (2005) [14]

The ecosystem - Environmental impacts, ecosystem quality biodiversity,
environmental policy and management

Sustainability Indicators

Stress - Water shortage or crime indices

Schianetz, K et al.
(2009) [50]

Efficiency - Energy efficiency of cars or buildings

Performance - Waste generated

Early warning - Decline in tourists

Sustainability
Assessment Concepts

Environmental management - Management and control natural resource system

Ecolabelling - Sustainable consumption

Tourism carrying capacity - Prevention of damage due to tourist over-concentration

1 The selected models, indicators, and concepts for sustainability assessment are determined to be potentially
helpful for identifying the impact of mobilte technology on sustainability. The contents of the table are restructured
from the following literatures: Fernández, J et al. (2009), Lin, T et al. (2007), Ko (2005) and Schianetz, K et al. (2009);
2 Indicators to measure Impact are not provided by Spanish system of environmental tourism indicators (SSETI).

2.2. Smart Tourism, Customers, and Technology

2.2.1. Definition of Smart Tourism

Tourism entities now interact in real time with data and information given that mobile devices
owned by individuals serve as multiple touch points. Therefore, mobile technology now plays a key
role in determining the form of tourism and the behavior of entities related to tourism.

Researchers are conceptualizing the phenomenon as the theme of smart tourism and are
attempting to expand its scope [6,7,9,31]. From the perspective of information services, smart tourism
is an information service and support system for tourists traveling alone [9]. In the past, when using
the terminology of a smart tourism destination [54–56], some researchers and organizations directly
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and/or indirectly referred to smart tourism and emphasized clean, green, and the ethical provisioning
of high quality services (UNWTO), digital connectivity and civic engagement between tourists and
destinations [57], and smart cities.

A firm conceptualization of smart tourism began with Gretzel et al. (2015) and Li et al. (2016) [6,9].
The conceptualization of smart tourism by Gretzel et al. and Li et al. is considered a comprehensive
approach. They call for researchers and practical managers to firmly establish the conceptualization of
smart tourism and to accumulate theoretical and practical cases. The definition of smart tourism by
Gretzel et al. and Li et al. is as follows:

“Ubiquitous tour information service which is combined, cooperated with, optimized and improved
upon during the tour activities in the form of ubiquitous processes, space and time, media, direction,
terminals, and organizations to the individual tourists”. (Li et al.) [9]

“Tourism supported by integrated efforts at a destination to collect and aggregate/harness data
derived from physical infrastructure, social connections, government/organizational sources and
human bodies/minds in combination with the use of advanced technologies to transform that data into
on-site experiences and business value-propositions with a clear focus on efficiency, sustainability
and experience enrichment”. (Gretzel et al.) [6,43]

Li et al. defined smart tourism in the national context of China, which implicitly contains the
government’s policy perspective of fostering tourism that contributes to economic development.
This tourism aims to acquire the sustainable competitive advantage of a destination and for tourism
related firms through the support of ubiquitous technology. In contrast, Gretzel et al. emphasized
collecting, aggregating, and harnessing new data from new information channels while additionally
acknowledging the importance of the roles of various entities, such as physical infrastructure,
social connections, and government. Such a conceptualization of smart tourism by Gretzel et al.
is materialized by the concept of the smart tourism ecosystem (STE) [30]. Conceptualization of the STE
is a tourism system that uses smart technology to create, manage, and deliver intelligent experiences.
The STE includes functionalities, such as collection, processing, and data exchange, as well as a variety
of participants, and assumes that they pursue economic and environmental sustainability [30].

The two definitions are different but have some commonalities, such as emphasis on the mobile
technology and mobile environment, as indicated by the terms “ubiquitous” and “onsite experiences”.

Recent research on smart tourism starts from the definition of smart tourism
mboxciteB6-sustainability-09-02082,B9-sustainability-09-02082, formulation of the concept of a smart
tourism ecosystem [30], conceptualization of a smart tourism destination on the basis of the
perspsective of perceiving a smart city as the origin of smart tourism [55,56,58], and conceptualization
of the competitiveness of a smart tourism destination [31]. The definition is expanded to a smart
city case [59], and applications of smart cities [60]. It is worthwhile to note that the implementation
of a recommendation system [61] and an intelligent system including information queries [62,63]
is considered a prerequisite system for realizing smart tourism. In addition, essential smart
tourism technology was expanded to research on data collection and analysis technology [64–67],
communication technology [68], geomatics and navigation technology [69,70] and app design
technology [71].

According to the definition of smart tourism as referred to in the previous paragraphs,
smart tourism consists of suppliers, users, adjacent players and related systems. These entities
mutually interact through features of services provided by the technology [30]. In tourism, studies on
information technology applications adopted three perspectives: technology development perspective,
supplier perspective, and consumer perspective [72]. In this case, the support systems established by
firms and suppliers can be considered as a materialization of technology. Therefore, we deeply study
the existing literature on smart tourism from two major perspectives: the technology perspective and
the customer perspective [73].
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2.2.2. Smart Tourism from the Technology Perspective

The role of information and communication technology (ICT) became important when the Internet
was adopted as a distribution channel. At the time, the research on ICT revolved around PC-based
Internet access and devices that used this technology, which were introduced within the concept
of e-tourism [43,74]. The studies were similar to the research on e-commerce, in that consumers
adopted online tools to engage in e-commerce in tourism, which expanded the tourism channel and,
consequently, enhanced the competency of tourism firms. Therefore, a travel user’s usage pattern
started to change and firms’ response patterns, including technology preparation, also changed. Thus,
a review of e-tourism centered on PC-based Internet is indispensable in identifying the relationship
between mobile technology and tourism, because it considers changes in consumer usage patterns
and firms’ technological response patterns. Using research on consumers’ use of the Internet for travel
planning from the satisfaction perspectives, Xiang et al. (2015) identified that most travelers fully
adapted to such planning through the Internet. They pointed out that social networking sites and
video sharing are becoming more popular for trip planning, that the desktop computer is being used
less frequently, and that tablet computers and GPS are being used more frequently.

Various classification methods exist for mobile technology as an enabler and an indispensable
factor of smart tourism. Mobile technology can be classified as infrastructure that collects and delivers
data, such as a network, a sensor, a chip and IoT, or it can be classified as technology that aggregates,
analyzes, and optimizes data. Alternatively, it can be classified as platform services, such as apps,
the cloud, and open API [7]. Although mobile technology is a broad concept, it can be classified
into four major categories. The first category is technology related to data collection, analysis,
and communication. This category includes search technologies, sensors that collect data that arise from
mutual interactions between tourists and the environment, and short-range wireless communication
technologies, such as RFID and NFC [67,75–77]. When users generate information using geotags
containing location data, technology to retrieve the data from the geotag and filter them is also
necessary. In addition, technology that retrieves user profiles and integrates other information is also
necessary [78,79]. Technologies related to data include new methods of data collection, data analysis,
data exchange, data sharing, and communication [75]. Developing data analytic algorithms for tourism
is also necessary, although not covered thoroughly in tourism research [80]. Recently, attempts haves
been made to analyze a destination’s image from the perspective of information quality, which indicates
that data visualization is also becoming a focus in this field [81]. In tourism, technology must aggregate
data and information, and support ubiquitous connectivity and real-time synchronization to create
new experiences for users [82].

Depending on the entity that generates data, requirements for technology can be changed.
For example, voluntary uploads of local information (including images, reviews, ratings, and comments
for advise) will require different technology depending on whether the data are text or video. If large
video and images are being uploaded, technology that guarantees video image quality, networking,
and storage must be supported. Usability and ease of use for services must be ensured [79] and
collaboration tools must be supported if content generation requires collaboration. If available
information is in proprietary or is volunteered, a criterion must exist for deciding on the source
that provides higher quality information to users [79]. Technology in smart tourism is linked with
customer’s various behavior.

The second type of technology is the mobile device, which is at the forefront of user interfaces that
enable users to access data and information. The presence of an individual device suitable for a service
can determine the survival of the service. The mobile device that a customer brings along represents
the integration of positioning technology (e.g., GPS) [83,84] and generate context-aware data [85].
Through mobile devices, tourist can enjoy novel and innovative experiences, and the consumer or
tourism-related firms can manage such experiences [75,86].

The third type of technology partially overlaps with the first two types; however, it is also
meaningful to separately discuss systems that materialize tourism in practice as another technology.
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In tourism, studies on tourism technology, from the perspective of management information systems,
initially had the objectives of internal inventory control, which later shifted to a computerized
reservation system (CRS) to stimulate business transactions and airline bookings [87]. The literature in
this area includes Bill and Pirkko’s assessment of the efficiacy of self-booking for travel [88], research on
CRS of the air and rail industries among the transport industries [89], the research by Leo et al. on
Austrian tourism information and reservation systems [90], and the design of ticket systems [91].
Reservations, recommend systems [92], intelligent advisory systems [93], knowledge management
systems for tourism [94], and tourism risk assessment systems [95] are forms of a technology (system)
for comprehensively supporting smart decisions.

If technology is an essential component of the implementation of a system, the most researched
system as a technology is the recommendation system [96]. A recommendation system can be classified
into three systems. The first type of system allows users to collaborate and rate a product. The second
is a content-based filtering system that recommends genres on the basis of product categories, and the
last is a knowledge-based recommender system used for high involvement products. Information
retrieval techniques are used for the second, and detailed product descriptions and constraints must
be provided for the third [96]. Furthermore, implementation of these systems must consider dialog
design, usability aspects, and adaptivity [96].

External systems include transportation and payment systems, and each system shares optimized
data while obeying local regulations. Technology must ensure optimization that is compliant with
local policies [6,30].

Lastly, newly emerging technologies include data-related functionalities that are implemented
as systems. The first theme of mobile technology in tourism that is attracting researchers’ interest is
short range wireless technology such as Radio frequency identification (RFID) [97–99] and Near field
communication (NFC) [67,76,77,100]. The second theme includes augmented reality [101–104] and
virtual reality [105], which enables a pre-experience for a user [33]. This theme is noted in tourism
research as tourism marketing tools [106]. The third theme includes Internet of Things (IoT), cloud
computing, and big data [107–113]. Sensor technology that constitutes IoT will play a critical role in
collecting real time data for big data analytics [30].

Smart tourism research is expecting new forms of business and innovation resulting from
convergence technology and new types of content, devices, and services [6,7,33,114]. As highlighted by
Hojer and Wangel (2015), development of a single technology is not enough; however, interconnection
and synchronization of different technologies can make more significant contributions to smart
tourism [30,115]. Although it is important to analyze how an individual mobile technology impacts
tourism and the mutual interaction among customers, it is also important to consider convergence
technology in tourism.

2.2.3. Smart Tourism from the Customer Perspective

In academia, research on consumer behavior and attitude is primarily comprise of adopting
a technology in tourism (e.g., e-tourism) and satisfying users who use the technology. These studies
also use intent to adopt or satisfaction as the dependent variable.

Studies using the technology adoption model (TAM), Extended TAM, and unified theory of
acceptance and use of technology (UTAUT) theories propose and evaluate research questions on adoption
factors and constructs [116]. In addition, the se studies approach the point of adoption as pre-trip,
during-trip, or post-trip [36]. These studies usually target web-based services and social media of
e-tourism or mobile information systems that include mobile devices and mobile applications. The fruits
of the existing literature include research on the adoption of travel apps [117], consideration of user
satisfaction with mobile technology use [118], and a review of studies on adoption in tourism [36].

In relation to consumer adoption, the task technology fit (TTF) theory frequently arises in the
MIS literature. TTF is defined as “the matching of the capabilities of the technology to the demands
of the task” [119,120], which is positively related to ease of use, usefulness, and tool functionality.
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Ultimately, it is positively related to the use of a specific tool [119]. Although not directly related
to tourism, Gebauer and Shaw (2004) asserted that mobile e-procurement system implementation
enables request for simple and highly functional (data processing, information access, communication,
and notification) mobile applications for successful mobile e-procurement using the TTF theory [121].

Relating TTF theory with mobile technology in tourism, it can be hypothesized that the fit between
mobile technology and tourists’ task in smart tourism are positively related to the intention to use
or purchase mobile tourism services. This paper does not validate the hypothesis using theories
(e.g., TAM and TTF) based on surveys. However, using the TTF frame of Dishaw et al. (1999) and
Yu and Yu (2010), the following indicators that assess the fit of mobile technology with tourists’ tasks
in smart tourism can be deduced [119,122].

(i) Provides the tour’s path and expenses beforehand;
(ii) Defines beforehand objects, relationships, and processes that are to be experienced during the

tour, which are provided as planned during the tour;
(iii) Provides personalized data and information optimized to an individual’s context;
(iv) Enables a fit between the tourism system and the user’s life style; and
(v) When on the move, enables mobile tourism services to be easily understood and used.

If TTF as measured by (i)–(v) is high, the n there is a high probability of adopting mobile tourism
services. As can be seen, TTF theory provides a good framework for mobile technology in tourism.

Customer behavior in tourism can be analyzed from the perspective of the decision-making
process. According to Engel et al. (1990), consumer decision making is a five-stage process:
(i) need recognition; (ii) information search; (iii) evaluation of alternatives; (iv) purchase decision;
and (v) post-purchase behavior [123].

To explain tours as the decision-making related to purchasing specific products and services
from the tourist’s perspective, a tourist interprets a tour as the purchase of airline tickets,
accommodations, car rental services, and tour packages. In turn, the decision making process entails
(i) needs recognition [29,33]; (ii) tracking or tracing; (iii) evaluation; (iv) booking, and payment;
and (v) repurchase of tour products or services [7]. In the presence of a variety of services, the user
that uses intelligent services seeks to integrate separate services into one and purchase these services
through one click in real time [79].

A more comprehensive scrutiny of the consumer decision-making process from the perspective
of tourists’ experience, shows that there will be motivations and desires for a tour before the tour,
planning for the tour, the decision to tour, selection of tour packages, real time decisions including
modifying the initial plan on the basis of interactions with the destination’s things, environments,
and people, and post-tour extensions [35]. During or after the tour, the tourist can express satisfaction
for a product or a service, or express dissatisfaction through complaints [33,43]. Satisfaction and
complaints can be expressed during and after the tour. Each experience may be described as a linear set
of serial processes, as in the case of general consumer decision making [123]. However, certain process
may overlap or be shuffled, such as planning, go/not go decisions, and modifications. If tourists are
not restricted to specific locations when collecting information, and if the information is personalized
to be specific to one’s personal context, thus enabling real-time decision making, the experience process
becomes more complex and exhibits a non-linear pattern.

A tourist’s experiences are generated through interactions with various entities. The tourist
can start a tour through a variety of relationships and may create new relationships during and/or
after the tour. From the perspective of relationships, consumer behavior indicates that the following
relationships affect consumer behavior: relationships with suppliers of tourism products and services,
tourist-resident relationships with local environments and citizens, and tourist-tourist relationships
with other tourists through review and/or recommendations when planning or during tours [33].
Consumer behavior must also be considered from the relationship perspective and researchers must
identify how mobile technology will affect these relationships.
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In the previous sections, we proposed considering technology trends and consumer behavior on
the basis of the litearture on e-tourism. For e-tourism, Park and Gretzel (2007) identified information
quality, ease of use, security/privacy, interactivity, accessibility, personalization, and trust as the
top-ranking attributes for the success of a tourism-related website. Kim et al. (2013) suggested
economic value, enjoyment, time savings, mobility and use context (when no travel card is available,
when there is no cash, when in a hurry, when the tourism product needs to be purchased imminently,
when purchasing of a tour package requires waiting) as factors that influence the satisfaction of mobile
tourism shopping (MTS) [124]. We must also consider how mobile technology is related to these factors.

2.3. Tourism and Consumer Reviews Online or through Mobile Applications

The existing literature that analyzes consumer reviews in mobile apps can be classified into two
types. The first type of study emphasizes the use of consumer reviews as content, and the premise is
that the contents of the review are used as information for decision-making support systems. One of
the initial topics of technologies that support tourism was how to specify recommendation systems.
For recommendation systems, it is important to determine the information on which the recommendation
is based. Given the pervasive nature of the Internet in everyday life, the studies aim to establish new
recommendation systems primarily based on consumer reviews on the Internet [125–127].

Generation of studies on online reviews are in line with practical importance [128]. Researchers
are analyzing the type of consumers (e.g., high involvement tourists) affected by certain attributes of
online reviews (e.g., product ranking) during decision making [127], and some are researching the
relationship between satisfaction with hotel services and the type of hotel (e.g., luxury or budget) and
reviews (positive or negative) [129].

Online recommendation systems based on consumer reviews date back to the 2000s,
when TripAdvisor started its PC-based web service. The major review-based service cases in tourism
are Uber, Airbnb and TripAdvisor. Many attempts in academia have been made to analyze TripAdvisor,
which has attracted the interests of tourists from the beginning. One such study includes the emphasis
on the gamification funware functionality of the TripAdvisor service [130]. Another study explores
TripAdvisor’s online review data from the perspective of hotel attribute importance using a conjoint
method. This study concludes that specific attributes have a stronger impact on users than do general
reviews [131]. One study evaluates the value of e-WOM by relating the image of a destination’s
shopping, accommodations, meals outside hotels, transportation, and attractions with an evaluation,
and is in line with the first type of consumer review study [132].

The use of mobile Internet exceeds that of fixed Internet, and research on mobile app reviews
should be stimulated in extension of past studies on online reviews. The consumer also composes
and accesses reviews through mobile devices regardless of whether the mobile web or a mobile app
is used. Therefore, commonalities and differences between online reviews of PC-based Internet use
and reviews of mobile apps should also be considered. For example, although mobile applications
enables booking hotel rooms, some groups still exhibit PC-centric usage patterns, which identifies the
behavior of groups with access to both mobile and fixed Internet.

The second set of studies considers the consumer review as a type of social media and analyzes
consumer attitudes and behavior from this perspective. By nature, recommendation systems have
social media features. This category uses adoption models to research social media usage [133] and
emphasizes the role of social media for online tourism information [134] and for the effect of sharing
social media’s tourism experience on motivation [135]. The role of social media that also contains the
functionalities of a review site is becoming more significant as a new information source. Therefore,
it is necessary to examine how social media plays a role as an information source in tourism and how
consumers’ usage patterns for social media are changing. In addition, although access to social media
through PC and the Internet is commonplace, advances in mobile technology have made access to
social media through mobile applications.
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Although research that focuses on the development and user interface of mobile apps [136,137],
and functionalities [117] does not directly analyze consumer reviews, it is useful when exploring consumer
reviews on mobile apps. As usage patterns shift from fixed PC-based online tools to mobile apps, these
studies highlight the importance of the mobile app and its design for tourist satisfaction [71,138].

The mobile review composed on a mobile device can be written when the user is moving; users
need not switch devices (from mobile device to PC and vice versa) to complete the review. Development
of mobile technology must take into account these considerations.

2.4. Research Process and Framework

Summarizing the literature review, the topic of sustainability has been researched in the field
of tourism and recent advances in mobile technology in society have given rise to smart tourism
that connects tourism, sustainability, and mobile technology. The literature can be classified into
sustainable tourism and related research, conceptualization of smart tourism, and the connection
between sustainability and smart tourism through mobile technology. These studies can be approached
from two major perspectives: the consumer perspective and the technology perspective.

Mobile technology not only enriches and enhances individual user’s experience, but also
contributes to enhancing the competency of related destinations and players. Mobile technology
can support individual tourists or support firms related to tourism. To do this, mobile technology
can intervene in data processes (collection, processing, and communication), or support the data
analysis. Mobile technology can also be related to residents of local destinations and industries,
and the systems surrounding the destination. Because the conceptualization of smart tourism proceeds
and the literature calls for qualitative and quantitative expansions to research, this paper collects and
analyzes vast amounts of field data to precisely identify the status of mobile technology and to deduce
related issues. Doing so provides guideline for directions of developments of mobile technology in
tourism, of future research, and of the industry’s responses.

The research objective will be achieved through the following processes and studies.
In study 1, we collect and analyze patent data to identify the past and the present of mobile

technology in tourism and to evaluate whether a single or convergent technology exists. International
Patent Classification (IPC) information on patents is utilized and the data are analyzed using network
analysis. In study 2, we complement study 1 and deduce issues and variables related to mobile
technology in tourism, as identified in study 1. Additionally, we collect academic articles and news
data, which are analyzed using content analysis based on text mining. Whereas study 1 analyzes
the relationships between patent’s IPC codes, study 2 analyzes the texts represented in title, abstract,
and claims of patents. Among the variables and themes deduced in study 2, study 3 explores the
mobile technology user’s attitude and behavior from the customer perspective. We collect customer
reviews from mobile apps for tourism (TripAdvisor, Needham, MA, USA; Google Trips, Mountain
View, CA, USA) and conduct a comparative analysis, which is visualized in Figure 1.Sustainability 2017, 9, 2082  12 of 45 
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3. Study 1

3.1. Data

The purpose of study 1 is to explore the status of mobile technology in tourism through patents. Patent
data source was patent database from U.S., EU, China, Korea, Japan, WIPO, Germany, U.K., and France via
a commercial Patent Database service WISDOMAIN (www.wisdomain.com). We selected patents from
the patent database that are related to mobile technology in tourism. Patents expressed in English and
those with a search equation that includes either tourism or tourist, along with mobile technology, we re
selected. A retrieval query was used to ensure the comprehensiveness by using relatively comprehensive
and overlapping words. The keywords that express mobile technology were the terms in literature review
that were related to mobile technology. We added the term “mobile” to ensure that technologies not covered
by the literature review are considered. We cleansed the data by reviewing individual patents to filter
out irrelevant patents with ambiguous keywords. Out of 1282 patents, 1246 were selected for analysis.
The following a retrieval query shows the keywords used in the search.

TAF = (tourism or tourist) AND TAF = (mobile OR augmented reality OR virtual reality OR NFC
OR Sensor OR RFID OR Gamification OR mobile applications OR M-booking OR M-commerce
OR beacon OR social media OR SNS OR GPS OR map OR smartphone OR mobile phone OR
mobile Internet OR navigation)

3.2. Method

3.2.1. Patents and IPC Codes

Each patent consists of a title, abstract, claims, and International Patent Classification (IPC) code,
and possess two or more IPC codes if it belongs to two or more industries (Figure 2a). We analyze the
status of mobile technology in tourism using the IPC of the collected patents. The IPC is divided into
70,000 subsections and shows the industry with which the patent is affiliated [139,140]. There are other
indices, such as the U.S. Patent Classification and Cooperative patent classification (CPC). Whereas
CPC provides a more granular classification of 140,000 subsections, not all patents are publicized with
CPC and, thus, we use IPC [141,142].

We first analyze with which IPC each patent is affiliated, provide a descriptive analysis of the
classified IPC (whether there is only one or more), and deduce the most frequently occurring IPC.
Second, we map the IPC of the selected patents in the form of Patent × IPC matrix (Figure 2b)
and further convert it to the IPC × IPC matrix form (Figure 2c) to develop a network model.
Each IPC becomes a node in the network and a connection among IPCs becomes the link. From the
IPC × IPC matrix, one can deduce the IPC code with the greatest centrality, and we use clustering
analysis based on the cohesion between IPC codes. If the centrality value of an IPC is high, the IPC
code can be considered to express essential technology [143]. Clustering based on cohesion groups
similar IPC codes and shows the technologies that can be grouped [144]. For the case in which a patent
holds two or more IPC, this situation can be interpreted as convergence case of mobile technology
in tourism.
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3.2.2. Network Analysis and NetMiner

This research used NetMiner, a software tool for network analysis and visualization. Along with
UCINET and Pajek, NetMiner is a representative tool for social network analysis [145–147]. Centrality
is an index used to evaluate the impact of a node and is further divided into degree Centrality, closeness
centrality, and betweenness centrality. Degree centrality shows how many nodes are connected to the
node and, consequently, shows the impact of the node.

Degree centrality =
d(ni)
g − 1

, g = Total number o f nodes, d(ni) = Degree o f node n (1)

Closeness centrality shows the dependence between nodes.

Closeness centrality = g−1[
∑

g
j=1 d(ni, nj)

] ,

g = Total number o f nodes, d(ni, nj) = Distance f rom node i to node j
(2)

Betweenness centrality shows the extent to which the node mediates between two other nodes [148,149].

Betweenness centrality =
∑j<k g ni

gjk[
(g−1)(g−2)

2

] (3)

• gjk = Number o f shortest paths f rom node j to node k,
• gjk(ni) = Number o f passing node i f rom the shortest paths f rom node j to node k,
• ∑j<k g ni

gjk = Probability to pass node i in the process o f shortest path progress o f all node pairs

• (g−1)(g−2)
2 = Total number o f all node pairs not including ni

Community analysis is a methodology to identify node groups that have more links within the
group than the number of links between the groups. There are many algorithms depending on the
criterion to identify groups. We use the Clauset-Newman-Moore (CNM) algorithm devised by Clauset,
Newman, and Moore. This “greedy” algorithm maximizes “modularity” as proposed by Newman.
The CNM algorithm starts out with each node forming a group and proceeds to consolidate these
small groups, which means that it is an agglomerative algorithm. We finally select the group with the
higheset modular value deduced by CNM [150–153].

3.3. Result

3.3.1. IPC Analysis and Technology Convergence

The 1246 patents considered to reflect mobile technology in tourism were classified into a total of
149 IPCs when the classification was based on major code (consists of four letters) and 804 IPCs when
the classification was based on complete IPC code. One patent can be classified as one or more IPCs.
A patent can be affiliated with six IPCs (major code) or nine IPCs (complete code). Table 2 shows the
number of patents per number of affiliated IPC codes for all selected patents. Among 1246 patents,
565 patents (45%) are affiliated with two or more major IPC codes and 779 patents (62%) are affiliated
with two or more complete IPC codes. This result indicates that convergence technologies comprise
a higher portion of mobile technology in tourism than a single standalone technology. Therefore,
it is important to converge different technologies to implement the features desired by customers
and firms.

Table 2. IPC code frequency.

# of IPC 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

# of patents (major code) 681 367 144 36 15 3 0 0 0
# of patents (complete code) 467 398 200 97 35 23 13 4 9
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The IPC major code classification indicates that the IPC with highest number of patents was G06Q
(Data Processing), followed by H04W (Wireless Communication Networks) and G06F (Electric Digital
Data Processing) (Table 3).

The IPC complete code classification indicates that data processing to materialize a travel
agency’s service had the highest number of patents affiliated with it (G06Q-050/14, G06Q-050/10),
followed by location-based technology (H04W-004/02), data retrieval technology (G06F-017/30),
navigation and maps-related technologies (G01C-021/00, G01C-021/34, G09B-029/00, G09B-029/10,
G01S-005/02), displaying technology including visual and audible information (G09F-027/00),
transmission and communication technologies (H04L-029/08, H04N-005/225), and presentation
technology (G06K-017/00) (Table 3).

We can also map mobile technology on consumer decision-making and tour experience process.
During the stage in which a consumer recognizes needs [29,33], is motivated, and has desires,
mobile technology is expected to further drive motivation by communicating information that
considers the consumer’s lifestyle and preferences in the form of an image (in addition to simple
text). A travel agency’s data processing technology (G06Q-050/14) and route searching and
guidance technology (G01C-021/34) contribute to tracking and tracing information, and image-related
technology (G09F-027/00) enhances the quality of the information provided. Such technology
enhances the quality of the decision making by providing appropriate information for tourists when
planning tours and selecting tour packages. Support of services (H04W-004/02), information retrieval
(G06F-017/30), and route searching and guidance (G01C-021/34) technologies based on a user’s
location are necessary for tourist’ interaction with a destination’s people, things, and environment.
These technologies are expected to support users in making real-time decisions including modifying
the initial plan by providing additional information. Device and visualization technology (G09B) are
key to the process of accessing information through devices to use the overall service.

Table 3. IPC code frequency and technology summary.

# IPC Code Freq. Technology Summary IPC Code Freq. Technology Summary

1 G06Q 406 Data processing G06Q-050/14 138 Travel Agency related data processing
G06Q-050/10 47 Services related data processing

2 H04W 233 Wireless Communication
Networks H04W-004/02 109 Services making use of the location of

users or terminals

3 G06F 232 Electric digital
Data Processing G06F-017/30 104 Information retrieval; Database

structures therefor

4 G01C 199
Measuring Distances

Navigation
G01C-021/00 60 Navigation
G01C-021/34 48 Route searching; Route guidance

5 H04L 157

Transmission of Digital
Information,

e.g., Telegraphic
Communication

H04L-029/08 108 Transmission control procedure,
e.g., data link level control procedure

6 G09F 135 Displaying G09F-027/00 68
Combined visual and audible

advertising or displaying, e.g., for
public address

7 G09B 125
Educational or

Demonstration Appliances
G09B-029/00 53 Maps

G09B-029/10 42 Map spot or co-ordinate position
indicators; Map-reading aids

8 H04N 118 Pictorial Communication,
e.g., Television H04N-005/225 13 Television cameras

9 G06K 99 Recognition of data;
Presentation of data G06K-017/00 35

Methods or arrangements for effecting
co-operative working between

equipment covered by two or more of
main groups G06K 1/00-G06K 15/00,
e.g., automatic card files incorporating

conveying and reading operations

10 G01S 95 Radio direction-finding G01S-005/02 26 Using radio waves
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3.3.2. Centrality Analysis

The Top 10 IPC codes listed in order of decreasing centrality are shown in Table 4. Although there
are some differences for the three centrality indices, we observe that G09F, G06Q, H04B, and H04N
exhibit a high centrality value for all three indices. Having a high centrality value indicates that it is
connected to other IPC codes, has stronger dependence on other IPCs, and is positioned between other
IPC codes such that it has higher probability of mediating two IPCs.

G09F (Displaying), H04B (Transmission), and H04M (Telephonic Communication) show relatively
high centrality because these technologies are essential to materializing a complete mobile technology.
Therefore, the se technologies are connected to other IPCs and other IPCs are more dependent on these
three technologies.

Table 4. IPC centrality.

# IPC Code Degree
Centrality

Closed
Centrality

Betweenness
Centrality Technology Summary Paraphrasing from the

Literature Perspective

1 G09F 0.47 0.62 0.17 Displaying Visualization

2 G06Q 0.47 0.63 0.10 Data processing Data processing

3 H04B 0.46 0.63 0.15 Transmission Network
Communications

4 H04M 0.44 0.60 0.09 Telephonic Communication Network
Communications

5 H04N 0.42 0.59 0.06 Pictorial Communication,
e.g., Television

Network Communication
(Image)

6 H04L 0.42 0.59 0.04
Transmission of Digital

Information, e.g., Telegraphic
Communication

Network
Communications

7 G01C 0.4 0.59 0.05 Measuring Distances
Navigation Navigation

8 G06F 0.4 0.59 0.08 Electric digital Data
Processing Data processing

9 G01S 0.36 0.59 0.04 Radio direction-finding Navigation (radio)

10 G06K 0.36 0.57 0.08 Recognition of data;
Presentation of data

Data gathering
Visualization

11 G08B 0.35 0.57 0.06 Signaling or calling systems Systems for
communications

12 G09G 0.35 0.48 0.001
Arrangements or Circuits for

Control of Static means to
present Variable Information

Systems for Visualization

13 G09B 0.33 0.57 0.04 Educational or
Demonstration Appliances Devices, Visualization

14 H04W 0.33 0.57 0.02 Wireless Communication
Networks Network Communication

15 H04Q 0.25 0.50 0.005

Selecting (selecting
apparatus, arrangements for

substation, satellite,
switching center)

Systems (for
communication,

processing)

From the data technology perspective, data technologies can be classified as collecting (G06F),
processing (G06Q), and visualizing technologies (G09F). We observe that data processing technologies
(G06Q) comprise major portions of data technology. Displaying (G09F) as a visualization technology,
especially displaying a map to the user, and telephonic (H04M) were also identified as important.

3.3.3. Community Analysis

Community modularity analysis based on cohesion deduced six communities as described
in Table 5 and Figure 3. G1 consists of technologies related to vehicle and transportation, G2 of
technologies to generate, arrange, code, store, and transmit image data necessary for intra-city
navigation systems, G3 of systems that constitute smart cities, devices that constitute systems,
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and equipment that comprises these systems, G4 of data processing and related devices, G5 of
technologies related to various forms of data (e.g., photo, optical and speech), and G6 of city systems
,data processing, and computer systems for computational modeling.

Table 5. IPC code and technology sector by community.

Community IPC Code Technology Sector

G1
B64C Airplanes, Helicopters
B63H Marine Propulsion or Steering
B64F Ground or Aircraft

G2

G01C Measuring Distances Navigation
H04L Transmission of Digital Information, e.g., Telegraphic Communication
H04N Pictorial Communication, e.g., Television
G08G Traffic control system
G06T Image data Processing or Generation
H03M Coding, Decoding or Code Conversion
G11B Information Storage based on Relative Movement between Record Carrier and Transducer
H04H Broadcast Communication
G09G Arrangements or Circuits for Control of Static means to present Variable Information

G3

G09F Displaying
G09B Educational or Demonstration Appliances
A45B Walking Sticks; Umbrellas; Ladies’ or Like Fans
B60R Vehicles, Vehicle Fittings, or Vehicle Parts
B61B Railway Systems; Equipment for moving walkways
A63B Apparatus for physical training, Gymnastics, Swimming, Climbing, or Fencing; Ball Games
B60Q Arrangement of Signaling or Lighting Devices

E01C Construction of surfaces for, Roads, Sports grounds, Machines or Auxiliary tools for
construction or repair

E01F Additional work, such as Equipping roads or the construction of Platforms, Helicopter Landing
stages, signs, snow fences

E05B Locks; Accessories; Handcuffs
B42F Sheets temporarily attached together; Filing Appliances; File cards; Indexing
B60P Vehicles adapted for load Transportation
F03D Wind motors

G4

G06Q Data processing
G06K Recognition of data; Presentation of data
G08B Signaling or calling systems

G07C Time or Attendance registers; Registering or Indicating the working of Machines; Generating
random numbers

G07B Ticket issuing Apparatus; Taximeters
G08C Transmission systems for measured values, control or similar signals
H05B Electric Heating; Electric Lighting
G01D Arrangement for measuring two or more variables
H04R Loud speaker, Microphones
G01F Measuring volume

G01P Measuring Linear or Angular speed, acceleration, Deceleration or shock; Indicating presence or
absence of movement

G07G Registering the receipt of cash, valuables, or tokens
A42B HATS, Head coverings
B25J Manipulators, chambers provided with manipulation devices

G06M Counting mechanisms; Counting of Objects

G5

H04W Wireless Communication Networks
G01S Radio direction-finding
H04M Telephonic Communication
H04B Transmission
H04Q Selecting(selecting apparatus, arrangements for substation, satellite, switching center)

G05B Control or regulating systems in general; Functional elements of such systems; Monitoring or
Testing Arrangements

G03B Apparatus or Arrangements for taking photographs of for projecting or viewing them
G02B Optical elements, systems, or apparatus
G04B Mechanically driven clocks or watches; Mechanical parts of clocks or watches
G10L Speech analysis or synthesis; Speech recognition; Speech or voice processing
A01K Animal Husbandry; Care of Birds, fishes, insets; fishing
A44C Jewelry; Bracelets; personal adornments

G6

G06F Electric digital Data Processing
G05D Systems for controlling or regulating non electric variables
A47B Tables, desks; office furniture; Cabinets
G06N Computer systems based specific computational models
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A tourist’s relationship are described in greater detail through community analysis.
These relationships are expected to be more closely related to residents through a navigation system,
city’s transportation system (G2), and data processing technology within a city’s system (G6).
These relationships also enable the exchange of various personal context-aware information among
tourists with the support of various forms of data, including photographs, optical data, and speech
(G5). These relationships can be initiated before a tour, can persist through real-time Q&A during the
tour, and may finally be in the form of sharing experiences after the tour.

4. Study 2

4.1. Data

The purpose of study 2 is first to specify the status of technology by extracting keywords
of patents identified in study 1 and, second, to expand the data sources to academic articles
and news to explore issues other than mobile technology, such as sustainability, stakeholders,
and consumers. Therefore, this study explores the relationship between technologies (displaying, data
processing, transmission/communication, navigation/map, tourism system, and city system) and
other themes/stakeholders by applying content analysis to data gathered from multiple sources.

By expanding the source of data to patents, academic articles, and news, we expect to cover both
academic and practical perspectives on topics ranging from technology to users and the industry.
We used patents expressed in English, academic articles from the Scopus database, and news from
the ProQuest database. Among the 1246 patents analyzed in study 1, 1175 were finally selected for
analysis after the second filtering. The title, abstract, and main claims were the inputs for the content
analysis. We selected 621 articles in the tourism field from the Scopus database and that target mobile
technology. We used the following queries as criteria in the titles, or the abstracts, or keywords of
the articles.

[tour OR tourist OR tourism] AND [mobile technology OR app OR mobile app OR mobile web OR
mobile OR technology OR smartphone OR NFD OR RFID OR beacon OR cloud OR LBS OR] OR
[smart tourism]
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Of 621 articles since 1987 extracted, where 554 articles were published in 2007 or after (89% of all
extracted articles) and 606 articles were published in 2000 or after (98% of extracted articles). Mobile
technology related articles emerged in 1995 while 10 articles published between 1987 and 1994 were
selected based on keywords related to new technology and information technology. These 10 articles
were not the result of a search inquiry for “mobile technology” per se, but we included these articles
because we intended to identify smart tourism variables related to mobile technology based on the
literature on PC-based e-tourism.

For news data, we selected 1870 news articles from the ProQuest database, where tour or travel is
included in either the title or the abstract of the news, and mobile technology, or smartphone, or app is
included in the news. News articles fromg 1991 to April 2017 were targets and 88% of these articles
were from 2010 or later.

4.2. Method

4.2.1. Content Analysis and T-LAB

Content analysis is a methodology that deduces category with meaning from a large amount
of text data [40,154]. Content analysis was initially used as propaganda analysis in politics and as
a personality characteristics research tool in psychology. The initial stage of content analysis was
qualitative; however, computer assistance enabled simple statistical processing, such as counts of
specific terms and categories to which the terms belong [155] (e.g., the Nvivo or MaxQDA program
that supports manual coding and data management for theory building). The methodology has been
expanded to the deduction of concepts and themes using automatic coding based on mathematical
algorithms, sentiment analysis based on a dictionary, and text mining that utilizes natural language
processing (NLP) [156,157].

In study 2, we utilized computer-based content analysis using T-LAB as a text mining software
tool. T-LAB is an all-in-one software tool that can be used as a linguistic and statistical tool for text
analysis. T-LAB processes textual data quantitatively and enables a qualitative interpretation for
a contextual understanding of the output [158]. By using T-LAB, we can calculate the co-occurrence
relationship among key-terms, cluster textual units using unsupervised learning, and apply sentiment
analysis if dictionary is additionally defined [159].

T-LAB analyzes the data using lexical units (LU), which includes terms and phrases, and context
units (CU). A LU is a set of words or lemmas wherein words are listed as they appear in the corpus and
a lemma is listed and classified according to linguistics criteria or dictionaries. The former is selected
for this study. A CU is an extract of text separated by punctuation and consists of elementary contexts
(EC), such as sentences, fragments, and paragraphs, and variables [160,161].

4.2.2. Keyword Selection and Association Index

When extracting words from the text, we need to measure the importance of the word.
Although it is common to use the frequency of the word to measure importance, we employ Term
Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency (TF-IDF) to select the keyword.

TF-IDF is one of the indices of text mining based on a mathematical algorithm that determines
the importance of a word in documents that comprise the corpus. TF-IDF does not merely count the
occurrence but also processes the frequency using the probability of occurrence. TF-IDF is an index
wherein the inverse of DF is multiplied with TF, and an increase in DF reduces the importance because
a word that occurs in multiple documents has high probability of occurrence [162–164].

TF–IDF = wi, j = t fi, j × log
(

N
d fi

)
t fi, j = frequency of word i in document j , N = number of documents,

d fi = number of documents where word i occurs

(4)
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The association index is calculated by T-LAB, and the centrality of the measured keywords is
deduced by co-word analysis [159]. Co-word analysis is an informetric content analysis method that
analyzes the knowledge structure of the target by exploiting occurrence patterns of a word or noun
phrase in the text. Co-word analysis interprets the relationship among the ideas of the analysis target.
By using co-word analysis, one can identify the central theme of a specific field by measuring the
centrality of keywords in documents generated within the field.

The association index is also called similarity coefficients and is used to analyze co-occurrences
of words in a phrase [159]. A rigorous definition of the association index is that it measures the
co-occurrence of lexical units (LU) within elementary contexts (EC). As Figure 4 shows, the association
index deduces coefficients after the EC × LU matrix is transformed into a LU × LU matrix. For the
case of cosine coefficients, Equation (5) holds true.

a√
(a + b)×

√
(a + c)

(5)
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4.2.3. Thematic Analysis and Clustering

Clusters are homogeneous entities within a group but are heterogeneous between groups. With no
prior information on the population or category, cluster analysis groups entities into a few groups on
the basis of distance and/or similarities between records. The main purpose of cluster analysis is to
divide the entities into a few groups and to understand the whole by reviewing the big parts [165,166].

In content analysis, cluster analysis can cluster closely related and frequently occurring keywords
into one group [167,168]. Analyzing co-occurrences between keywords can deduce the main theme,
and clusters can be deduced from the set of words that are related and that co-occur in the text.

In the T-LAB software tool, clustering is based on maximum similarity criterion. Therefore,
elements in the same cluster are maximally similar, whereas they are maximally different from
elements of a different cluster [169]. T-LAB uses an automatic and unsupervised clustering algorithm,
especially the bisecting K-means method [169,170]. The K-means method is a widely used clustering
technique based on an iterative centroid-based divisive algorithm. The bisecting K-means method uses
a variant of the K-means method algorithm and is known to be more efficient for document-processing
problems. This algorithm aims to reduce the computational demand at the expense of sub-optimality.
T-LAB’s clustering process first creates a matrix in the form of CU × LU. In this case, the matrix
includes either presence or absence values. The second phase runs TF-IDF normalization and scales
row vectors to unit length (Euclidean norm). The final phase measures cosine coefficients and clusters
CUs. T-LAB groups words with high probability of occurrence that co-occur in the same elementary
CU (e.g., same text segments) and makes indication using the chi-square test. We named the clusters
depending on their elements (e.g., words and sentences) [167].
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4.3. Result

4.3.1. Word Frequency and Association Index

We identify the top 10 keywords in terms of occurrence measured. Because the absolute number
of words and occurrences of words in the texts analyzed are different, it is more meaningful to consider
the rank. Although the information keyword did not occur in the top 10 keywords within patents,
it frequently occurred in the articles as the top keyword. Tourist and user keywords imply that
technology is described in relation to its users. We observe that features of technology (e.g., data,
control, and connect) and implementation of technology (e.g., module, system, and terminal) frequently
occur. In the academic articles (Scopus DB), services to support the smart experience of a user/tourist
at the destination are expressed, along with frequent occurrences of systems and applications as means
to materialize the smart experience. It is worth noting that news data uniquely have two words
(business and company) that ranked within the top 10 (Table 6).

Table 6. Word frequency by sources.

Patent Articles (Scopus) News (Proquest)

# Keyword Occurrence Keyword Occurrence Keyword Occurrence
1 Tourist 2322 Information 602 Travel 2245
2 System 2067 Application 471 Mobile 1410
3 Module 1805 Tourist 437 Smartphone 1379
4 Data 1548 System 412 App 1134
5 Scenic 1359 Service 367 Technology 890
6 connect 1342 User 287 Service 685
7 Terminal 1285 Smart 217 Company 554
8 Mobile 1147 Experience 210 Business 547
9 Control 1144 Data 204 Device 499
10 User 1066 Destination 197 User 464

By listing the keywords in decreasing order of the association index that measures connectivity
between words, a similar pattern to that of word frequency is observed. The difference for patents
is that store function, data, server as a hub to store data, navigation functiona and data display
function are considered important. For articles, experience and social additionally appear as important
keywords. For news, the pattern was almost the same as that of word frequency, and words such
as service, company, business, device, and user were identified as having a high association index;
see Table 7. Whereas the functionality of mobile technology and its implementations were considered
important in the patent database, user experience and mobile communications technology (data, device,
and network) as support for the experience were described in academia articles. On the other hand,
news source exhibited business related-keywords, such as company.

Table 7. Word centrality.

Patent Articles (Scopus) News ( Proquest)

# Keyword Association Index Keyword Association Index Keyword Association Index

1 Store 0.258 Information 0.114 Travel 0.141
2 Tourist 0.236 Tourist 0.102 Mobile 0.124
3 Server 0.210 Service 0.097 Smartphone 0.111
4 Navigation 0.202 System 0.092 App 0.104
5 User 0.192 User 0.087 Technology 0.085
6 Communication 0.175 Experience 0.070 Service 0.081
7 Guide 0.175 Social 0.068 User 0.073
8 Module 0.172 Data 0.066 Device 0.071
9 Data 0.167 Network 0.065 Company 0.068
10 Display 0.165 Device 0.064 Business 0.067
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4.3.2. Word Clustering

In study 1, we clustered a patent’s IPC based on cohesion, however, in this study, we cluster
using keywords. The patents were clustered into four groups (Table 8, Figure 5), journal articles into
three groups and news into three groups. The words listed in the table were proven to be statistically
significant in the chi-square test and the themes of the cluster were named by the authors.

For patent clusters, cluster 1 (23.58% of the variance) describes the tourism system. This system is
an intelligent guide and management system that materializes the service. The following quote can
serve as representative of cluster 1. (Even if grammatical error existed in a directly quoted sentence,
it was quoted without modification.)

“Intelligent guide system, portable tour guide device and tour guide system. The invention discloses
an intelligent guide system, a portable tour guide device and a tour guide system.”

Cluster 2 (16.5% of the variance) is mainly characterized by technologies that control and manage
data. From the semantic perspective, cluster 2 consists of verbs that describe the action that processes
data and nouns that describe hardware components.

“one audio guide system lead system, its characteristic lies in including the control circuit and
recording and sending_out control circuit, the recording electric circuit, the playback electric circuit,
reader and RFID label; And the control circuit and reader connect.”

Cluster 3 (24.28% of the variance) is significantly associated with map technology. It describes the
route plan using a specific guidance map, and matching with postings. “Picture” in cluster 3 indicates
either a map picture or image technology. To better understand the nature of the cluster, we highlight
a few quotes related to picture:

“States the image superimposition processing unit to be used_to state the map picture
superimposition, in states in the image, will superimpose to state the map picture the image
to save to state the memory cell; Stated the memory cell to be used_to save superimposition to state
the map picture the image.”

On the other hand, “coordinates” mapped to cluster 3 indicated GPS coordinates during the
implementation of map technology.

Cluster 4 mainly represents the general elements of mobile communication technology (35.64% of
the variance). The cluster describes data transmission from a mobile communications terminal and
network servers related to communications.

“sending a positioning request to a mobile network server from a mobile communication terminal,
acquiring information of the current position at which the mobile communication terminal is located
by the mobile network server based on a CELL-ID database in the mobile network server.”

Cluster 1 is similar to cluster 4. As indicated in the following figure, the se clusters are located in
proximity to each other in the second quadrant. They also have a similar test value score for latent factor 2,
which determines clusters (factor 2: cluster 1 (66.044), cluster 4 (59.095)) (Appendix A Tables A1 and A2).

Table 8. Patent clustering by keyword.

# Lemma1 X2 Lemma X2 Lemma X2 Lemma X2

Cluster 1: System Cluster 2: DATA
Control Technology Cluster 3: Map and Plan Cluster 4: Mobile

Communication Technology

1 system 2094.9 control 1162.8 map 2559.8 server 2073.9
2 service 1593.5 connect 1157.9 route 1006.7 mobile 1670.3
3 management 978.7 circuit 902.6 plan 806.4 terminal 1495.0
4 intelligent 968.4 electric 696.5 picture 502.7 communication 869.9
5 guide 968.4 sensor 670.2 coordinate 451.2 transmit 562.6

1 Lemmas are the head words of dictionary entries in linguistics.
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There were three clusters of journal articles (Table 9). Cluster 1 is based on consumer experience
and represents the importance of the consumer’s perspective of academia when approaching
mobile technology in tourism. Cluster 2 shows the response of the technology by describing the
implementation of these technologies as apps and systems in a mobile environment. Cluster 3 deals
with the environment and sustainability, and represents the importance of the sustainability perspective
in research on tourism. More specifically, cluster 1 (41.87% of the variance) consists of keywords related
to customer experience. “Intention”, with the fifth largest chi square value, seems to be the influence
in studies related to TAM, as indicated in the following quotes. Although smaller in number, studies
that approach tourism from the perspective of service quality and satisfaction were also clustered in
cluster 1 [171].

“Our findings revealed that argument quality had a positive effect on perceived usefulness and
source credibility positively affected perceived usefulness and social relationships.”

“This study presents a tourist loyalty model of tourism mobile commerce and explores the relationship
of service quality, tourist satisfaction, tourist trust and tourist loyalty.”

Table 9. Journal articles (Scopus DB) clustering by keyword.

# Lemma X2 Lemma X2 Lemma X2

Cluster 1: Consumer Cluster 2: Technology Cluster 3: Environment

1 destination 333.1 mobile 224.5 culture 341.3
2 tourist 201.2 application 145.3 environment 296.4
3 experience 130.8 system 112.7 sustainability 243.6
4 market 120.8 information 105.1 heritage 174.9
5 intention 119.5 recommendation 97.5 architecture 95.5

Cluster 2 (42.88% of the variance) grouped keywords from the perspective of mobile technology.
The cluster is used to describe the implementation of systems that enable application use and
consumption of information in a mobile setting. A noteworthy keyword in this cluster is
“recommendation” (X2 = 97.5, p < 0.05), where examples include a mobile location-based recommender
system for tourism mobile commerce and personalized recommendations for a mobile tourism
multimedia selection.
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“A location-aware recommender system for tourism mobile commerce. With rapid development of
the mobile commerce, exploring new applications and services for mobile environments has become
a hot topic.”

“Personalized recommendation of mobile tourism: A multidimensional user model. With rapid
advances in e-business and mobile technology.”

Cluster 3 (15.26% of the variance) has keywords that are more associated with the interaction in
tourism between cultural heritage and users. Representative texts point to sustainable development
and need to consider cultural heritage in tourism development. Architecture keywords have the fifth
largest chi-square value, indicating a model architecture for implementing smart tourism.

“This article makes an introduction to studies about sustainable development of combining display
of cultural heritage and cultural relics and tourism exploitation on the premise of protection.”

Lastly, the news collected from the ProQuest database were grouped into three clusters (Table 10).
Cluster 1 (Mobile Device: 24.25% of the variance) is more associated with keywords such as device,
wireless, and phone; cluster 2 (City Guide: 40.99% of the variance) is the most significant and describes
the situation in which the tourist is guided through a city by apps and maps; and cluster 3 (Business
Ecosystem: 34.76% of the variance) represents the market as the place in which business occurs,
the company as an entity of the business, and technology as the essential component of the business.
Texts that represent cluster 1 describe the situation of consuming travel information using smartphone,
as follows:

“Mobile devices; smart travel: majority of smartphone owners now access travel information on
their devices. Smartphones become pocket travel agents for growing number of americans.”

The following text, which represents cluster 2, describes the travel app’s role as a city tour guide.

“San_Francisco city guide download the free telegraph travel app, featuring expert guides to
destinations including paris, rome, New_York.”

Cluster 3, called the business ecosystem by the authors, describes the relationship between travel
companies and a mobile technology company.

“the leading mobile travel platform and mobile technology provider for airlines and travel companies
with an extensive customer base across the global travel industry.”

Table 10. News (ProQuest DB) clustering by keyword.

# Lemma X2 Lemma X2 Lemma X2

Cluster 1: Mobile Device Cluster 2: City Guide Cluster 3: Business Ecosystem

1 device 809.6 app 768.7 technology 642.3
2 wireless 406.5 guide 472.9 company 521.7
3 phone 396.6 city 330.9 market 477.7
4 laptop 241.1 free 246.7 business 448.5
5 customer 230.4 map 207.5 mobile 357.6

5. Study 3

5.1. Data and Background

In study 3, we explore the relationship between mobile technology and customers by analyzing
user reviews from the TripAdvisor mobile apps and the Google Trips mobile app. From TripAdvisor,
3464 reviews from September 2015 to April 2017 were analyzed, as were 834 Google Trips reviews
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from September 2016 (launch of the service) to April 2017. The reviews were crawled on the basis of
Google Play.

TripAdvisor is a forerunner of recommendation services based on user review data [7].
TripAdvisor started out as a web service and expanded to a mobile service (recently provided in
the form of a mobile app). It is also a mobile app that started during the initial stages of e-tourism
and has the highest number of queries in Google Trend among all tour apps. The core functionality of
TripAdvisor is enabling tourists to share reviews of hotels and restaurants and connecting the users to
sites that can make reservations for hotels and restaurants. TripAdvisor also provides information on
tourist attractions and historic places, along with maps and routes. Because TripAdvisor started out as
review site, it is the web and mobile service with highest number of reviews. However, the mobile app
is considered less convenient than the web site in searching and accessing information.

On the other hand, Google Trips is a pure mobile tourism app service that has attracted the
media’s attention. Google Trips is a travel app linked to Google Maps and Gmail, and provides route
functionality. It recommends tourist attractions with “things to do” and enables users to share reviews.
The “day plans” functionality plans the trip for the user using a destination set on the basis of the
user’s past search history from the Google search engine. Google Trips exploits all of Google’s web and
mobile resources, including recommendations for food, drinks, restaurants, phone numbers, ratings,
general information, routes, and need to know tips. However, Google Trips does not enable making
direct reservations.

The most significant difference between TripAdvisor and Google Trips is that TripAdvisor started
out as a web service and expanded to the mobile platform, whereas Google Trips was launched as
a mobile service from the start. In terms of the chronology, TripAdvisor is a service launched in the era
of e-tourism, whereas Google Trips was launched very recently (2016). Third, Google Trips is strong
in scheduling, and providing links to Gmail and the convenience of using Google Maps, whereas
TripAdvisor provides highest number of reviews and researvation functionality.

TripAdvisor was selected because it is the top tour app in terms of queries, as found through
Google Trends. Google Trips was selected because it is the most recently launched global travel
app and it provides comprehensive functionalities through its linkage with Google and Google
Maps. In addition, Google Trips includes most of the functionality of mobile technology in tourism,
as deduced from the patents, academic papers, and news data in study 1 and study 2.

5.2. Method

We analyze the review text using content analysis based on text mining. The first utilizes
computer-based content analysis using Leximancer, which overcomes the potential bias and error
of researchers of qualitative analysis while ensuring reliability and reproducibility of the results.
Leximancer is based on corpus linguistics observations and uses a statistical algorithm. It generates
information such as concept and theme using unsupervised learning on the basis of inputs, including
frequency and pattern of co-occurrence. The concepts deduced by Leximancer indicate keyword groups
that co-occur most frequently within the text, and the themes indicate the group of concepts that are
clustered on the concept map. The name of the theme takes after the name of the most prominent
concept [40,172]. Connectivity indicates the relative importance of a theme and hits indicates the
number of text excerpts that matches each concept [123,135].

Leximancer uses co-occurrence information as T-LAB, but uses a different algorithm when
extracting. Leximancer uses two different algorithms serially (semantic extraction and relational
extraction). In the first stage, a naive Bayesian co-occurrence metric (not only how frequently two
words co-occur but also how often they occur apart) is used. In the second stage, text segments are
classified using learned semantic classifiers. Leximancer deduces the relative co-occurrence frequency,
because general co-occurrence information generates asymmetric information if the frequency of
concepts is considered. Taking into account that consumer reviews are in the form of free talking by
users, it is necessary to control the counts of frequently occurring words and to avoid interpretation of
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incidental interactions between concepts as real interactions. Minimizing errors, the refore, requires
using relative co-occurrence that considers the frequency of concepts, which is the reason that study
3 uses Leximancer instead of T-LAB.

First, deduced concepts and themes are mapped to the timeframe of the review through the
correspondence analysis provided by Leximancer. Because three years of TripAdvisor data and one
year of Google Trips data are considered, the relative trends were analyzed by dividing both into seven
time sub-frames (TripAdvisor in quarters and Google Trips in months).

Second, we reviewed the expressions related to evaluation and the keywords related to mobile
app service functions. By identifying the keywords related to functions, we referred to the existing
literature and the role of mobile technology as deduced in study 1 and study 2 [173]. We deduced
attributes of functions related to the information sought by the user, functionalities that the user wants
when using the service with his or her device, and the legacy systems that need to be interconnected
with the new mobile technology. Words that express evaluation were selected from the results
of Kang et al. (2014) [174], and we identified keywords that express a positive review and those
that express a negative review. To ensure reliability, we compared words selected by both authors.
Keywords that were not agreed on were included in the list only if confirmed in the source text and
both authors agreed on including them [129,175,176]. Finally, a third-party expert who plans and
develops mobile apps confirmed the list of words.

Third, we used DICTION, a dictionary-based computerized content analysis program, and SPSS
to statistically evaluate whether the evaluation of the service provided is different for the two services.
DICTION is based on linguistic theory and uses 33 different diction libraries to text mining. DICTION
calculates scores of preset variables using statical weighting procedures that relate the same words
and words that have related meanings but that are different in form.

DICTION is a useful tool comparing the characteristics of two or more groups when expressed in texts.
Among the 40 variables calculated by DICTION, we used scores of praise, blame, and satisfaction variables
as they were considered to be related to evaluation. The scores of the praise, blame and satisfaction variables
were compared using ANCOVA. ANCOVA was used because the length of each review was different.
The total words analyzed, which indicates the length of the review, was set as a covariate.

5.3. Result

5.3.1. Theme and Concept in TripAdvisor and Google Trips User Reviews

In the TripAdvisor user reviews, concepts related to the theme of hotels have high hits and
connectivity with other words as keywords. This is followed by the theme of need, which contains
search, city, and information as related concepts. The third theme describes food, and the fourth theme
indicates evaluation of the app with its name as helpful. Overall, information (e.g., hotel, city and
food) and evaluation (helpful) have high connectivity and frequency for TripAdvisor (Table 11).

Table 11. Themes and concepts in TripAdvisor app review.

# Theme Connectivity Hits Concept

1 hotels 1388 302 hotels, restaurants, love, friendly, experience,
location, excellent, nice, best, money, site

2 need 871 224 need, search, city, information, phone,
downloaded, maps, tried, option, list, info

3 food 827 185 food, service, staff, stay, room, book, days

4 helpful 500 111 helpful, people, better, nice

5 update 278 54 update, price

In contrast, the case of Google Trips indicates that reservations (representing app functionality)
and useful (representing evaluation) have high hits and connectivity (Table 12). This result is
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distinct from the TripAdvisor app in that, in the reviews, users of TripAdvisor focus on food, hotel,
and evaluating reviews on the basis of being helpful.

Table 12. Themes and concepts in Google Trip app review.

# Theme Connectivity Hits Concept

1 reservations 1387 121 reservations, manually, gmail, hotel, bookings, idea, flights, info,
pick, confirmation, Needs, gmail, missing, details, everything

2 useful 935 137 useful, Google, need, map, time, suggestions, information, city,
option, offline, improvement, edit, download, available

3 plan 376 55 plan, day, locations, able, destinations

4 search 279 50 search

5 automatically 173 9 automatically

For Google Trips, the themes of reservation and useful require further investigation. This is
because Google Trips does not directly offer reservation functionality to its users; therefore,
further investigation is needed on how the theme was deduced. The representative quotes that
determine reservation as a theme are noted as follows and consist of users’ desire for the functionality
fully provided in the future and complaints on linkages with Gmail.

“Option to add reservations manually will make it awesome.”

“Would love to use but cannot App looks like it would be very useful; unfortunately, it isn’t pulling
any of my reservations from my Gmail and there is no way to manually enter them.”

“ok but cant edit the reservations??? good thing is that it will consolidate all bookings from emails
however, I cannot edit the reservations?”

The texts that determined useful as a theme expressed either the usefulness of linkage with Google
Calendar and Google map or the complaints on errors in the linkage with Gmail. Whether the reviews
are positive or negative, the se are in the context of the experience provided by Google services.

“Thank God everything was also scheduled in Google Calendar, so I use that a lot with cab drivers.”

“Very useful, tailored on my Google experience It’s cool, I just would add the map of the city in order
to quickly find streets or shops, without downloading Maps offline. Thx Google;).”

Figure 6 is derived from matching the concepts deduced from review texts with reviews periods
using correspondence analysis. Dividing the reviews of each app into seven time points results in
seven quarters that have elapsed since the launch of TripAdvisor in July 2015 and seven months that
have elapsed since the launch of Google Trips in September 2016. Figure 6 shows how themes and
concepts have evolved over time. TripAdvisor was linked to the themes of photo and update until
the first quarter after the launch, and was more strongly linked with themes related to evaluation,
such as love and easy, in the second and third quarter. In the fourth quarter, the trend continued
and TripAdvisor was more strongly linked with themes related to evaluation, such as helpful and
nice. This was followed by themes of food and photo in the fifth quarter, and the theme of food in the
sixth quarter. Finally, TripAdvisor was more linked to themes related to offline and corresponding
concepts, such as phone, map, and download, in the seventh quarter. Given that Google Trips was
recently launched, its time points were in the interval of months rather than quarters. In the first month,
Google Trips was more strongly linked with the concept of useful and the theme of nice, followed by
the theme of better in the second month and the themes of nice and basic in the third month. In the
fourth month, Google Trips was more linked with keywords related to evaluation, such as helpful,
wrong, and limited. In the fifth month, Google Trips was more linked to the theme of reservation.
In the sixth month, Google Trips was more strongly linked to keywords related to a negative review,
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such as useless. Finally, the seventh month is more strongly linked to Google. The overall results
indicate that Google Trips reviews exhibited more frequent occurrences of words related to evaluation,
such as useful, helpful, nice, better, useless, word, and limited.
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Because the keywords that describe the functionalities and the evaluation of the two apps differ,
we must further consider the differences as shown in the following Section 5.3.2.

5.3.2. Keywords for Function and Evaluation Appraisal

Keywords for function express the functionalities that the app services need to support, those that
devices need to support. A common tendency is to want information on hotels, flights, restaurants,
cities and attractions, with emphasis on transportation (e.g., airline, car, bus, and train) for Google Trips.
Mandatory main functionalities include reservation, recommend, map, and share. Functionalities
for manipulation of services and devices include download, display, compare, detect, and option.
Specifically for Google Trips, keywords that stand out are combine, integrate, and merge. There are
many indications to link the service with an e-mail service and both the usefulness and the complaints
related to linking to Gmail are highlighted for Google Trips (Table 13).

A tendency exists for TripAdvisor to have greater variety of keywords because it was launched
before Google Trips. Keywords targeted to devices such as desktop, phone, but ton, and battery are
unique to TripAdvisor.

Keywords related to an evaluation range from positive to negative, with positive comprising
the relative majority. It is interesting to observe that a variety of words expressing positive (e.g.,
perfect, useful, brilliant, essential, user-friendly, smart, top) and negative (e.g., annoy, frustrate, clunky,
fabulous, glitch, hard, hate, rubbish, slow, stupid, suck) occur. In addition, evaluation keywords
indicating failure of a specific functionality (e.g., bug, fail, lack and problem) are observed.

It should be noted that consideration is required to interpret words such as good and comfortable,
because they can be listed serially with negative words (e.g., not good). The data processing process
should ensure that such errors do not arise in sentiment analysis.
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Table 13. Comparison of keywords from the function and evaluation perspective.

# Category TripAdvisor and Google Trips TripAdvisor Google Trips

1 Function

attraction, book, check, city,
connect, destination, display,
download, edit, email, flight,
friend, Google, guide, hotel,
information, list, location, map,
option, place, plan, recommend,
reservation, restaurant, share,
suggest, Tablet,

access, accommodation, account, address,
adventure, advisor, android, battery, bed, breakfast,
but ton, call, category, coffee, community, compare,
content, data, decide, desktop, detect, device,
discover, eat, Facebook, feedback, filter, food,
install, interface, Internet, lodging, log, lunch,
message, motel, navigate, notice, park, phone,
photo, pic, picture, post, price, rate, reinstall,
research, room, route, spam, storage, tips, town,
uninstall, upload, we bsite, Wi-Fi, write

airline, area, automatically,
bus, calendar, car, combine,
confirmation, country, daily,
design, Gmail, integrate,
link, mail, manually, merge,
notes, organize, plane,
planner, railway, save, store,
sync, ticket, train, update

2 Evaluation

amaze, annoy, awesome, bad,
bug, cool, disappoint, easy,
excellent, fail, frustrate, good,
great, limit, love, nice, OK, old,
perfect, poor, recommend,
simple, thank, unable, useful,
useless, wrong

accurate, appreciate, awful, beautiful, best,
brilliant, chance, clunky, comfortable, confuse,
convenient, difficult, enjoy, essential, fabulous,
fantastic, fast, favorite, fine, friendly, fun, glitch,
hard, hate, helpful, honest, horrible, informative,
interesting, intuitive, know-how, missing, negative,
positive, professional, properly, quick, reliable,
rubbish, slow, stupid, suck, supper, terrible, thank,
trust, unfamiliar, unfortunately, unusable, update,
user-friendly, waste, wonderful, wow

key, lack, need, potential,
problem, smart, top

5.3.3. Comparative DICTION Analysis of Reviews of the Two Apps

TripAdvisor and Google Trips were not launched on the same date. TripAdvisor’s mobile app
was released in July 2015 and Google Trips was released in September 2016. In the previous chapters,
we qualitatively compared the reviews of the two apps using content analysis, which means that the
findings cannot be evaluated in terms of statistical significance. In this chapter, we use the dictionary-based
DICTION software tool to attempt to quantify evaluation indices of each app and to attempt to compare
the two apps to identify statistically significant differences. A comparison of the two apps needs to include
how these apps with different timeframes can be compared. We may compare the reviews of the apps in
a same timeframe for both, however, doing so indicates a difference in maturity for the apps and users’
familiarity with the app, which need to be considered in the analysis. Alternatively, we may set the same
time interval after the launch. However, doing so means that consumers from 2015 will be compared
with consumers from 2016, and these consumers will have different familiarity and experiences in IT. This
research resolves these issues by conducting the analysis in both ways and comparing the results.

First, we compare the reviews within the timeframe from September 2016 to April 2017. In this case,
one must consider that the ages of the apps are differ. Second, we compare the reviews from the apps’
launch to seven months after the launch. For Google Trips, this timeframe is from September 2016 to seven
months after, and for TripAdvisor it is from July 2015 to seven months after. Although it is possible to
qualitatively analyze the reviews, we use scores deduced from DICTION’s analysis of the texts. We selected
praise, blame, and satisfaction variables among the 40 variables deduced by DICTION because they are
related to an evaluation of the apps’ reviews [177]. The first analysis that compared the same timeframe of
September 2016 to April 2017 indicated that we may not support the hypothesis that the evaluation of the
two apps are different. This is because the blame and satisfaction scores did not meet the assumption of
homogeneity of variance, whereas the praise score met the assumption, but its p-value was 0.333, indicating
that there is no statistically significant difference in the reviews of the two apps (Table 14).

Table 14. ANCOVA results for evaluation variables by app. (September 2016 to April 2017).

Construct TripAdvisor Mean Google Trips Mean Univariate F (12,048) Partial Eta Squared Observed Power

Praise 22.82 20.54 0.937 0.000 0.162
Blame 1 4.16 2.96 NA NA NA

Satisfaction 2 8.12 6.07 NA NA NA
1 Blame, and 2 satisfaction were excluded because the assumption of homogeneity of variance was not met.
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The second analysis that compared the seven months after the launch included praise and blame
because they met the assumption of homogeneity of variance. For blame, the p-value was 0.436, which
did not reject the null hypothesis. However, for praise, the p-value was 0.032, and we concluded that
statistically significant difference exists between the praise score means of TripAdvisor and Google
Trips (Table 15). Taking into account that consumers’ mobile experience was in the initial stage for
TripAdvisor and consumers had accumulated a more enriched mobile experience for Google Trips in
the timeframe concerned, it is natural to see that TripAdvisor has a higher praise score.

Table 15. ANCOVA results for evaluation variables by app.

Construct TripAdvisor
Mean

Google Trips
Mean

Univariate F
(11,664)

Partial eta
Squared

Observed
Power

Praise 28.22 20.54 4.584 * 0.003 0.571
Blame 2.58 2.96 0.608 0.000 0.122

Satisfaction 1 9.90 6.07 NA NA NA

(TripAdvisor: July 2015 to February 2016, Google Trips: September 2016 to April 2017); 1 Satisfaction was excluded
because the assumption of homogeneity of variance was not met * p < 0.05.

Because the praise scores of the two apps show a statistically significant difference, we conducted
a correlation analysis between the praise score and the frequency of the keywords related to evaluation
as deduced from the previous parts of study 3. We also included satisfaction scores that were excluded
because they did not meet the assumption of homogeneity of variance. The keywords that are positively
correlated with a p-value of less than 0.05 are listed in Table 16. TripAdvisor had greater variety of
keywords with a positive correlation. It is also worthwhile to note that there is no keyword that is
positively correlated with both praise and satisfaction, despite the fact that the two signify similar
meaning. It should be highlighted that easy is positively correlated with praise, and amaze, awesome
and fun is positively correlated with satisfaction.

Table 16. Correlation analysis.

APP Variables (DICTION) Keywords (+ Relationship with Diction Variables)

TripAdvisor Praise best, brilliant, easy, excellent, good, great,
Satisfaction amaze, awesome, beautiful, enjoy, favorite, fun

Google Trips Praise good, great, nice
Satisfaction love, OK

Mixing the scores of the variables deduced by DICTION and other quantitative indices
(e.g., evaluation keyword) to conduct statistical analysis has already been attempted in other studies,
and this research ensured that the analysis is in line with that of these studies [178–180].

6. Discussion and Conclusions

6.1. Theoretical Implications for Sustainability and Smart Tourism

One of the purposes of our research is to understand smart tourism from the perspective of
sustainability. As identified in study 2, the keywords environment and sustainability indicate that
scholars are considering smart tourism in relation to sustainable tourism. Although the tendency is
to research mobile technology in tourism from the perspective of user (i.e., tourist) and his or her
satisfaction and intention to use, it cannot be denied that mobile technology in tourism is basically
related to sustainable tourism. The development of destinations considering environmental effects and
cultural heritage [181–183], and the role of ICT in connecting services to smart city communities [28]
are also discussed in the realm of sustainable tourism.

It is difficult to acknowledge the contribution of mobile technology (as identified in study 1) to
sustainability in tourism without precise measurements or assessments. However, this contribution
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can be deduced qualitatively from various frameworks in the existing literature. First, we can use the
concept of QoL to determine whether mobile technology in tourism enhances QoL or brings increases
in the various types of capitals that contribute to QoL. Second, we review the relationship between
mobile technology and indicators and the concepts of sustainability introduced in the literature review.
Third, we apply a new mobility paradigm as proposed by Creswell (2010) and Moscardo (2013). Based
on studies 1, 2 and 3, we subsequently describe the role of mobile technology in a hypothetical situation,
which allows for an evaluation of the impacts on sustainability.

“Mobile technology provides various information to the user (i.e., tourist) and assists
with real-time decision making. Consumers use mobile devices and map related systems
to acquire sufficient information, to set routes to destinations, and to modify routes if
necessary. By using mobile technology, consumers can capitalize on opportunities and
create value. Destinations can use data gathering technology and big data processing
technology based on sensors to measure and respond beforehand to potential negative
effects on the environment. Firms, as suppliers, can create economic value by providing
information optimized for individuals that is processed from context aware data gathered
on the basis of users’ lifestyle and location.”

First, from the perspective of QoL and capital, frequent and long tourist visits to a destination
can increase GDP growth (economic development) and residents’ financial capital. Sensor, big data
analysis, and data processing technology qualitatively enhance both environmental systems (natural
capital) and transport systems (built capital). Use of mobile Internet and travel mobile apps, given the
nature of social media, enhances the tourist-tourist relationship and, in turn, increases social capital
through reciprocity and cooperation. Real-time communication enables transactors to share value and
increase cultural capital. Sharing knowledge reduces asymmetric information and increases human
capital. The evolution of mobile technology further reduces asymmetric information in other fields
and develops participatory democracy that increases political capital. Increases in these various types
of capitals leads to growth in QoL and brings positive impacts on sustainability.

Second, the responses of the destination and the supplier reinforce responses and measurements
of state, as described in the DPSIR model. This results in improvements in real-time measurements
of the environmental impacts of system quality, enhances management, and fosters growth in the
competency of policy formulation. Furthermore, energy efficiency, early warnings, and environmental
management improve as the sustainability indicators and concepts.

This discussion assumes that tourists have homogeneous characteristics and objectives.
The previous discussion can be altered depending on the length of stay at a destination, the number of
visits to a destination, the objectives for visiting a destination, and interactions with residents. In the
event that many tourists are attracted to a destination because of promotions and/or advertisements
through mobile technology, both positive and negative impacts coexist in economic, environmental,
and social dimensions. If tourists that aim for employment at the destination (indicating that they may
stay for a long period) are included, employment relationship at the destination can become uncertain.
Therefore, the contribution of mobile technology depends on the nature of the tourist, the forms of
engagement with residents, and the industry/employment structure of the destination.

Third, we can infer the relationship between mobile technology and mobility by utilizing
Moscardo’s framework that considers a tourist’s duration, frequency, and engagement in the context
of six dimensions of mobilities. Whereas the first part of the discussion focused on the direct effect of
QoL and capital on mobile technology, this third part focuses on the sequence of effects through which
mobile technology affects mobility and mobility affects capital. The combination of mobility variables
can create a diversity of phenomenon for mobility in tourism.

(i) In terms of motivation, why do tourists move? Is it enforced or voluntary? Although many
factors affect motivation, the classification by Moscardo et al. (2013) of archetypal tourists—whose
objective is leisure and joy—is voluntary in motivation, whereas movement caused by economic
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necessity is enforced movement. If the role of mobile technology is described in the narrow scope
of the archetypal tourist, data gathering and process technologies generate information relevant
to the personal context and provide information to users. In turn, this motivates users to tour
and encourages overall financial and social benefits.

(ii) In terms of speed, it is difficult to identify mobile technology factors that affect the velocity
of movements. The existing literature indicates that slower speeds lead to positive impacts.
Therefore, if mobile technology causes tourists to move slowly, a positive impact would exist in
terms of sustainability. However, it is difficult to conclude with certainty whether or not mobile
technology allows tourists to move slowly.

(iii) In terms of rhythm, it is important to determine whether or not tourists moves in predictable
patterns. Although it may differ for types of tourists, systematic accumulation of data enables
making predictions and/or forecasts for these tourists.

(iv) It is difficult to determine the effects of mobile technology on routes (even when types of tourist
are considered). If tourists have adequate access to the required information to make decision,
the y make appropriate decisions that suit their objectives and can move within or out of the
region when new information is obtained [47]. If integrated information systems across regions
are available, such movement can be further stimulated. According to Moscardo, a wider range
of movements within regions brings positive effects to capital. However, the positive effect
of movements across regions, is still unconfirmed in the literature. If mobile technology can
resolve the negative effects from movements across regions, the relationship between mobility
and sustainability may contrast with that in the existing literature. Therefore, additional data and
empirical research is essential.

(v) The longer and more frequent a tourist’s visit is and the deeper his or her engagement, the more
positive the impact that tourism may bring. Because mobile services in tourism resemble social
networks in nature, the y are likely to deepen the engagement with the community of tourist’s
destination. Therefore, we cautiously infer that mobility may positively affect sustainability.

Because the effects of mobility on sustainability depend on various factors, such as a destination’s
tourist type, demographics, and geographics, it is difficult to estimate the serial relationship from
mobile technology to mobility to sustainability. Relating to the QoL and capital that contribute to
sustainability, types of tourists and destinations can change the effect on capital [47]. For example,
various dimensions, such as the objective of the tour, the length of the stay, and employment of tourists
at destinations, may have different impacts on sustainability. The tourist may have visited for leisure
(short holiday), to relax after retirement, or for a job to earn money (e.g., younger generations). Further
complicating the issue is that the objective of a tour can change during the tour.

Destinations can also differ socially, economically and physically. The destination can be a sparse
region with little population or can be an agricultural region. In general, smart tourism that is defined
on the basis of the role and functionality of mobile technology tends to not consider tourist type
and destination characteristics. Because the definition of new concepts in the initial stages requires
clarification of the concept, it is a positive that the concept of the smart city focuses on few variables
based on rational assumptions. However, after the conceptual framework has been consolidated,
it should be expanded to various studies that consider the type of tourist and the characteristics of
destination-related smart tourism.

Advances in mobile technology can provide bountiful and appropriate information to tourists,
enabling tourists to make decisions that maximize their own well-being. Destinations and firms can use
refined and accumulated data to make accurate predictions and to respond effectively. However, trends
and consumer preferences (e.g., slow food and the slow culture movement) can bring about different
directions of changes to the mobile industry regardless of the contribution of mobile technology. In this
case, the choice is up to consumers, whereas accumulation of data and responses to changes are up to
the firm and the destination.
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Theoretically, it is also meaningful to combine the role of mobile technology in smart tourism
with the theory discussed in existing literature. The effect of mobile technology on consumers’
decision making can be inferred by applying the TTF theory of adoption. With the assistance of
mobile technology, consumers can recognize various data (G06K) and are provided with image with
a sufficient amount of high quality data (H04N). Such information is not only provided before the tour
but also during the tour considering a user’s location (H04W-004/02); thus it is optimized for personal
context. Accumulated information includes individuals’ lifestyle information (G06F-017/30), which is
easily understandable and accessible through the support of visualization technology (G06K-017/00).
The quality of personal decision making improves, and increases in the TTF of a tour drives the
adoption of mobile tour services based on mobile technology [119].

This paper is theoretically significant in that it extends beyond simple analysis of mobile
technology as a factor of tourism and considers relationship among tourism, mobile technology
and sustainability. For this, this paper considers sustainability related concepts such as QoL, six facets
of mobility proposed by Cresswell (2010) and the sustainability indicator to identify the relationship
between sustainability and mobile technology. This ultimately provides an outlook to analyze the
smart tourism concept from the perspective of sustainability. Moreover, while existing literature
conceptualizes smart tourism by systematically devising frameworks based on existing literature and
research results, this paper uses real field data from multiple sources to provide realistic direction for
smart tourism conceptualization and theory.

Furthermore, we also identified from analysis of real field data that smart tourism can be
understood from the sustainability perspective related to markets, environments, residents and related
firms, in addition to traditional view of technology and consumer perspective.

6.2. Research Limitations

Comprehensive analysis based on multiple data sources to depict the overall landscape is
indispensable because the conceptualization of smart tourism is in the initial stages and the need exists
to establish a theoretical foundation and literature base. However, this research still faces the following
challenges, which future studies need to overcome.

First, study 1 focused only on IPC for patent analysis. Some studies used citation/inventor or
the CPC to analyze patents. Although the CPC has a more granular classification than the IPC has,
this study chose the IPC because not all patents are classified according to the CPC. Furthermore,
the citation was not selected because it tends to place greater importance on a patent as time passes
(i.e., older patents are more likely to be considered important). In addition, the objective of study 1
was to provide an overall image of technology, making the IPC sufficient. The relative weakness in
details for IPC analysis have been partially complemented by the centrality analysis of the keyword
matrix in study 2.

Second, although the text mining methodology based on computer-generated coding primarily
filters researchers’ prejudices and errors, a manual analysis of the text is required to interpret specific
keywords/clusters with multiple meanings. Therefore, a precise analysis requires more time.

Third, analysis of consumer reviews of mobile apps aims to identify the functionalities desired
by consumers and to explore the variables related to consumer emotions and evaluations. However,
we observe that the number of reviews is not as vast as conventional text data and that the reviews of
two apps do not meet the assumption of having homogeneity of variance. Therefore, we were limited
in analyzing differences in praise scores from the analysis of the reviews within the same timeframe or
the differences in praise and blame scores from the analysis of reviews created within seven months
after the app launched. This limitation may have resulted from the fact that the amount of review data
is not sufficient for statistical analysis, data were not cleansed sufficiently, or the dictionary for the
content analysis did not sufficiently include variables related to evaluation and emotion. To overcome
these limitations, future studies must ensure that big data are collected and that a dictionary including
words related to evaluation and emotion is used.
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Furthermore, the risk exists of including fake reviews when analyzing consumer reviews.
When there are many fake reviews, the validity and accuracy of the research is at stake. We believe
that our criterion of crawling reviews that are indicated as helpful by users would have minimized
such errors.

Lastly, TripAdvisor and Google Trips reviews were common in that they were evaluations of app
use but were not consistent regarding the point in time during which the app was used. There was no
distinction among whether the review was done before the actual tour, during the tour, or after the
tour. Because consumer behavior may differ depending on context-aware information during those
different points in time, future studies should consider the point in time during which the reviews
were created, if possible.

6.3. Future Research Direction

6.3.1. Empirical Research on the Relationship between Mobile Technology and Sustainability

We hypothetically proposed a relationship between mobile technology and sustainability on
the basis of results of studies 1–3, and conceptual frameworks such as QoL, type of capital, new
mobility paradigm and sustainability indicator. This proposition is not empirical research based
on practical data, and thus, requires validation by future researches. Furthermore, researchers
must decide on whether or not to consider the type of tourists, the breadth and depth of
movement, and various characteristics (demographics, economic positioning, industry structure,
and infrastructure) of a destination. Furthermore, empirical considerations and discussions are needed
on whether such types of destinations should be taken into account or whether such segmentation
is unnecessary. These issues can be addressed by either case studies or analysis of big data using
individual context data (profile and behavior).

6.3.2. Network Environments and Consumer Costs

When understanding mobile technology, it is also essential to consider factors related to the cost
burden of users and the level of technology. If a tourist seeks access to information during a tour,
the network environment must be able to provide the needed coverage and speed, and the cost of
being always connected must be affordable to users. If either the destination’s network environment is
unfavorable or the data consumption costs exceed the tourist’s willingness to pay, the user must prepare
by downloading the minimum required data to his or her device before departing [79]. Although it is
important to consider the design and implementation of mobile technology and/or service that is to
be adopted to smart tourism, considering the technology’s level needed to support its objective and its
cost is indispensable because these factors may change consumer behavior.

E-tourism expanded under the assumption of consumers’ use of PC-based fixed Internet,
however, smart tourism leverages the mobile Internet that serves as a channel for information and
mobile technology. In addition, future research should address which of fixed Internet and mobile
Internet is selected by consumers depending on the type of trip, the decision process, environments,
and consumer costs.

6.3.3. The Role of Mobile Application and Text Mining in Tourism

In this research, the mobile app was considered a window of contact between mobile technology
and consumers. The mobile app is a tool for consumers to collect tourism-related information, a tool for
planning a tour, and a window for purchasing tour packages. Tourists interact with other tourists, firms
that supply tour services, and other systems related to tours through mobile apps. Therefore, the mobile
app is a strategic point of contact for the supplier to develop because it serves as an information channel
for consumers. Therefore, it is crucial to consider the new types of information channels that may
emerge in the future [6,34,43,184] and differences in consumer behavior that use the tools relative to
the traditional information channel. Tourism-related suppliers must prepare beforehand responses to
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these new situations. The mobile app bears significance for firms and consumers as a strong practical
tool and for academic researchers as a future research topic.

The mobile app can be a useful tool for researchers to develop and complement the existing
literature. In the past, tourism research used surveys on the relationships among quality, usefulness,
satisfaction, and intention to visit a destination [171] to identify consumer behavior. However, we can
elaborate on existing methodologies based on data collection using surveys by considering consumer
behavior through studies on mobile app reviews. For example, this complementary measure can help
researchers identify relevant variables before applying the TAM and service quality and satisfaction
theories. Taking the results of the Google Trips app as an example, the “useful” theme deduced from
the analysis may infer that perceived usefulness affects intention to use. The results of the analysis on
the two apps indicate that expressions for evaluation can be potential variables to explain adoption and
satisfaction. Study 3 was an attempt in this context, however, researchers must ensure the validity of
the research even when unstructured data are used. In this research, we manually checked the text to
validate the interpretation of the keywords deduced using text mining. This is an indispensable task for
text mining research but also a limitation of the methodology, which cannot automatize all processes.
This task of confirming the contexts of deduced keywords/themes also applies to other fields using
big data. A complete automatic process is expected to be developed through the development and
enhancement of artificial intelligence (especially natural language processing). Therefore, it is necessary
for the academic field and the business field to collaborate to develop the necessary algorithms and to
share knowledge.

6.3.4. Proposal of Research Direction for the Innovation Perspective

The results of studies 1–3 imply that the role of mobile technology in tourism can be evaluated on
the basis of users and is likely to operate to enhance value to a user. Therefore, the se results suggest
the importance of research on users and imply a shift from past research on destination. From the
consumer perspective, we need to consider users’ potential tour scenarios and mobile technology’s
response to support these scenarios.

However, the mobile technology in tourism based on the responses of end users is focused
on enhancing these users’ unmet needs expressed by their words. Therefore, the se incremental
improvement [185] will consequently indicate that the response will be minimal. To bring breakthrough
innovation rather than incremental innovation to tourism [186], observing a tourist’s actions and an
understanding of stakeholders’ interests must be taken into account in response [187,188]. We hope
that sensor technology and big data contribute into breakthrough innovation and we believe that
approaches that reflect the future-oriented opinions of experts are necessary in future research.

6.3.5. Data Monopoly by Mobile Technology Platform Player and Its Governance

One factor that was not considered in this research is the monopoly by the first mover given the
first-mover advantage latent in mobile technology [189,190]. When mobile technology is deployed
as an infrastructure based on a specific standard/dominant design, other technology cannot enter
into the market and the fate of tourism is also likely to rely on the dominant technology [191–193].
This hinders the sustainable growth of firms in other industries and new entrant firms. Although
the discussion may be out of the scope of this research as a theme of industry structure and
monopoly/oligopoly, future studies must focus on it because of the possibility that the platform
player dominates the mobile technology to determine the governance of tourism planning and the
competency of tourism destination.

6.3.6. Tourism Ecosystem and Digital Twin

In consideration of smart tourism, for which consumers are important, the relationship between
tourists and other entities such as destination, firms, systems, related industries, and other tourists must
be considered. We also introduced the research by Grezel et al., which uses the concept of a smart
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tourism ecosystem to describe players and related systems of tourism. Understanding smart tourism
from the perspective of a business ecosystem can increase the interest of managers and researchers in
participants of smart tourism. These findings, which indicate smart tourism is a business ecosystem, are
still valid from the perspective of sustainability and are meaningful as a catalyst to stimulate diversity in
research. Specifically, mobile technology makes service and data moveable, which makes ecosystems more
open and enables coordination and collaboration among entities of smart tourism ecosystem, including
government agencies and stakeholders from other industries. New technologies that comprise smart
tourism support new forms of collaboration and foster innovation that creates value [6].

From the perspective of tourism ecosystem, we believe that digital twin technology—a technology
that forecasts outcomes for complex relationships among entities through simulation—will play an
important role in tourism. Digital twin technology is one of the top 10 strategic technologies selected
by Gartner and is a concept proposed by General Electric (GE). This technology creates a twin in the
digital world within a computer and forecasts the outcomes using computer simulation [194,195].
This technology was first applied to manufacturing [196,197], the military [198,199], and buildings [200].
It can be applied to cities using computer simulation to create a digital twin of a city and to forecast
issues related to lifestyle and disasters. For tourism, we can create a digital twin of a tourism destination
as a set of participants (tourist, supplier, resident consumer, government, and other industry supplier)
and collect and/or analyze data related to smart tourism. Furthermore, using indicators that can
measure various types of data, we will be able to assess from the perspective of sustainability the
positive and negative impacts on tourism participants and resources. This assessment will enable
a priori evaluation of business viability [1] and robust tourism development. For this purpose,
the systematic accumulation of relevant data and optimized integration of other systems must precede
through the required contribution from mobile technology.

We have been observing the commoditization of mobile Internet, smartphone and mobile apps,
along with the rapid adoption of social media through fixed Internet and mobile Internet. In the
mobile connected society, consumers directly access data/information and systems share/integrate
data saved in databases [29]. The development of mobile technology creates innovative experiences for
consumers, fosters a sustainable competitive advantage for suppliers related to tourism destinations,
and brings sustainable competency to tourism [7]. Ultimately, mobile technology will provide new
opportunities for value creation [201]. We hope that this research provides guidance on research
directions for mobile technology to enhance value creation in the future.
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Appendix A

Table A1. Relationship between clusters and factors (patent clustering) *.

Factor 1
Data Control Technology

Factor 2
Mobile Communication

Factor 3
System

Cluster 1
System −68.616 66.044 89.044

Cluster 2
Data control technology 167.664 4.839 9.923

Cluster 3
map and plan −57.228 −132.169 9.223

Cluster 4
Mobile communication

technology
−65.418 59.095 −93.206

* The value of each cell are test values provided by T-LAB which correspond to the statistical significance and have
threshold values (±) 1.96 (p = 0.05). The higher the test value, more significant the cluster is in defining a factor.
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Table A2. Explanatory factors (patent clustering).

POLE(+)

Type Elements Test Values Type Elements Test Values Type Elements Test Values

Factor 1 Factor 2 Factor 3

LEM connect 34.371 LEM system 26.928 LEM system 29.813
LEM control 33.776 LEM service 23.850 LEM management 24.781
LEM circuit 29.984 LEM terminal 23.776 LEM service 23.499
LEM electric 26.239 LEM management 21.667 LEM intelligent 21.895
LEM sensor 25.580 LEM server 20.220 LEM guide 19.659
LEM equip 21.109 LEM mobile 19.884 LEM platform 18.007
LEM signal 20.697 LEM intelligent 18.709 LEM virtual 16.437
LEM controller 20.571 LEM platform 16.448 LEM disclose 15.890
LEM monitor 19.223 LEM communication 15.580 LEM subsystem 12.363
LEM output 18.644 LEM guide 15.314 LEM realize 11.473
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